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Creationism in the Arabic drama

Arabic drama as a collection of written texts belongs to the so-called
ìnewî Arabic literature, which has been developing since the 19th century.
Prior to this date, in the period of Arabic classical literature, only few dra-
mas had been written. On the other hand, inspired by religion and folklore,
numerous forms of theatrical plays developed (theatre of shadows, farce
theatre, epic performances etc.). All of these forms were improvised
andóin the second half of the 19th centuryówere replaced by the theatre
based on the concept of dramatic text adopted from Europe. Egypt, where
Egyptians, Libyans and Syrians (mainly political emigrants) founded
numerous theatrical ensembles, has come to be the centre of Arab theatre.
Due to their tours to the Middle East and Maghreb, the concepts of the the-
atre and drama have developed homogeneously in the whole Arab world. 

These concepts have been formed under the influence of European pat-
terns: numerous plays have appeared which were borrowings from European
works, especially dramas. However, Arabic drama, which created a synthesis
of the native and alien patterns, has been shaped as a new quality.

The contemporary Arabic drama comprises thousands of plays. I divid-
ed this huge output to the three main directions which I called neoclassi-
cism, realism and creationism.

Neoclassicism (from the second half of the 19th century to the 1960) is
a synthesis of various alien patterns and forms or contents which survived
from the Arabic literary classical periods. First comes the folk trend, based
on the concept of the Thousand and One Nights and other aspects of
Arabic folklore (the earliest was A…mad AbË ŒalÜl al-QabbÇnÜ from
Lebanon). The authors of the second literary trend seek their themes in the
broadly cenceived past: ancientóOriental and European, Arab-Muslim
and Christian (the leaders were A…mad äawqÜ and ëAzÜz AbÇ≤a, both from
Egypt).

Realism from the second half of the 19th century onwards develops in
Arab drama in the shape of two currents. The first one, in which farces and
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melodramas prevail, is called the early realism (the earliest was Ya‘qËb
~annË‘ in Egypt), while the secondóreferred to as the socio-political real-
ismóis represented in particular by Nu‘mÇn ‘AöËr in Egypt, YËsuf al-‘ÅnÜ
in Iraq and ~aqr ar-RaööËd in Kuwait.

Creationism (since the 1960s), the third direction of the Arabic drama,
is the main subject of my paper. It comprises those dramas which reject the
concepts of the hitherto Arabic playwrighting and aims at the great change
of the Arabic drama. 

The history and development of the creationism. Experimentalists
with theatre in the 1960s and 1970s turn in the first place to turÇ@, i.e. cul-
tural heritage. After neoclassicism, another ìreturn to the rootsî1 of the
indigenous culture is observed. At the same time, experimentalists pene-
trate new trends of European theatre, developed from the time of its Great
Reform.2 As a result of the further inseparable synthesis of Arab and alien
elements (Euro-American in particular), a new trend in theatre and drama
emerged which I have called ìcreationismî. One of its main features is the
breaking with the traditional conception of drama about which Stefania
SkwarczyÒska writes as follows: ìTradition signing itself with the great
name of Aristotle (...) sets drama in the sphere of literature as one of its
genres beside epic and lyric. Thus, according to theory of art rooted in this
tradition, theatrical drama does not appear in the present-day systematics
of arts beside such arts as music, literature, dance or architecture but is
comprised by literature as one of its genres. However, such an approach
arouses serious reservationsî.3

In this spirit creationist authors raise reservations addressed to hither-
to Arabic dramaturgy. They abandon the ìliterary theory of dramaî4 in
favour of establishing greater links of the latter with theatre according to
the principle that ìlanguage substance is not the only material of dramat-
ic and theatrical artî.5 This leads to the phenomena which YËsuf IdrÜs,
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1 Cf. for the area of Egypt, E. Machut-Mendecka, Neoclassicism and the
Return to Sources in the Egyptian Drama, in: ìRocznik Orientalistycznyî,
Vol.XLIII, Warszawa 1983, passim. 

2 Cf. Hatif Majed K. al-Janabi, Arabski teatr poszukujacy a doöwiadczenia
wspÛ≥czesnej awangardy teatralnej europejskiej, Ph.D thesis, Uniwersytet War-
szawski 1983, passim. 

3 Stefania SkwarczyÒska, NiektÛre praktyczne konsekwencje teatralnej teorii
dramatu, in: Problemy teorii literatury (oprac. Henryk Markiewicz), Series 2,
Wroc≥aw-Warszawa-KrakÛw-GdaÒsk 1976, p. 251. 

4 The term after: ibid., p. 255. 
5 Ibid., p. 253. 



novelist, dramatist and critic, calls ìtheatralizationî (tamasru…) of drama.
His conception of such theatralization consists in the fact that ì...the per-
formance is treated as an all-embracing show which is a mixture of real-
ity and fantasy and in which intellectual, sensory and intuitive perception
is combined. YËsuf IdrÜs held that a full participation of the spectators
was a prerequisite for a good performanceî.6 In his play Il-FarÇfÜr (The
Clowns, produced in Cairo 1963/1964) the dramatist showed the charac-
ters of Arab folklore and made use of old spectacular forms. In his theo-
retical writings he encouraged dramatists to link contemporary Arabic
theatre7 with the old popular theatre, especially to restore a spontaneous
actor-spectator tie. ìSo far, we have not achieved theatralization (tamas-
ru…) or the unification of the human community divided into the actors
and the audience [...]. Theatre is not a place in which we watch some-
thing [...], but an assembly in which all the people present take
partîñYËsuf IdrÜs wrote.8

In the 1950s, TawfÜq al-∞akÜm9 encouraged dramatists to return to the
past, especially to restore the character of the former narrator in the theatre.
In Egypt, the patterns of popular Arab classical works were adopted almost
in the original form by Alfred FaraÑ (b. 1929).10 Other innovative writers
develop several currents in Arab dramaturgy: the so-called ìexpressionis-
mî (RaööÇd RuödÜ, b. 1915 and äawqÜ ‘Abd al-∞akÜm, ìneorealismî
(Ma…mËd DiyÇb, b. 1932, MÜÆÇíÜl RËmÇn, b. 1925 or 192711ód. 1973;
Fat…Ü Ra¬wÇn), surrealist trends (various writers, especially ‘AlÜ SÇlim),
and the epic current (NaÑÜb SurËr, b. 1932).12 Poetic drama of ~alÇ… ‘Abd
a^-~abËr (1938-1981) and ‘Abd ar-Ra…mÇn aö-äarqÇwÜ (b. 1920), as well
as many plays of TawfÜq al-∞akÜm are beyond the limits of this classifica-
tion. ìThe sixties were the golden age of the theatre and playwrighting in
Syriaî.13 This was the time of dramatic output of Sa‘d AllÇh WannËs (b.
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6 H.Janabi, op.cit., p.93. 
7 YËsuf IdrÜs expressed his views in 1964 in the Egyptian monthly ìAl-KÇtibî

(Cairo) Nos. 34, 35, 36, after: ibid., p. 83. 
8 YËsuf IdrÜs, Na…wa masra… mi^rÜ, in: YËsuf IdrÜs, Na…wa masra… ‘arabÜ,

Beirut 1974, p. 469. 
9 In his work QÇlabunÇ al-masra…Ü, Cairo 1967, after: Hatif Majed K. al-

Janabi, op. cit., p. 100. 
10 Cf. Mohamed Hanna Metwali, Tradycja we wspÛ≥czesnej dramaturgii i

teatrze arabskim, unpublished Ph.D.Thesis, Warsaw University 1981, p. 185. 
11 N. K. Ko˜arev, Pisatieli Egipta XX v. Materialy i bibliografia, Moskva

1976, p. 189. 
12 After: Ewa Machut-Mendecka, WspÛ≥czesny dramat egipski lat 1870-

1975, Warsaw 1984, passim. 
13 NadÜm Ma‘lÇ Mu…ammad, Al-Adab al-masra…Ü fÜ SËriyÇ. Naöíatuhu,

taùawwuruhu, Damascus 1986, p. 60. 



1941) who published his manifestos in 1970 in which he encouraged

dramatists to make the spectators active within the framework of politi-

cization of theatre. 

ìTheatre should be politicized to communicate with the spectator, con-

duct discussion with him and show him the fundamental issues as well as

encourage him to take a stand towards themî,14 WannËs wrote. At the

same time, the dramatist made use in his plays of the forms of Arabic

improvised theatre, e.g. the character of the narrator.15

The seventies saw the flourishment of the innovative Syrian playwriting

due to the output of Sa‘d AllÇh WannËs, Far…Çn Bulbul, WalÜd IÆlÇ^Ü (b.

1935), Mu^ÔafÇ al-∞allÇÑ, MamdË… ‘UdwÇn and ‘AlÜ ‘Uqla ‘UrsÇn.16

While in Egypt and Syria the revival of the theatre was largely inspired

by dramatists, in Lebanon, Iraq, Morocco and Tunisia this inspiration is

mainly owed to producers. 

In Lebanon, the leading reformers of theatrical art in the 1960s were

AbË Dibs and Antoine al-MultaqÇ, who followed i.a. the patterns of Jerzy

Grotowski.17 At the same time, drama writing in this country was devel-

oped by an innovative dramatist ‘I^Çm Ma…fËz. 

In Iraq YËsuf al-‘ÅnÜ, after the realist period in his output, wrote the

play Al-MiftÇ… (The Key, 1968)18 which marked the beginning of innov-

ative drama derived from the folk tradition. In the 1960s, another play-

wright, ‘Ådil KÇ≤im (b. 1929), began to write his plays inspired by the

Arab and Iraqi past. The most famous of his plays was ‡ËfÇn (The De-
luge, Baghdad 1966)19 based on the legend of Gilgamesh. Another Iraqi,

QÇsim Mu…ammad20, prepared his performances according to the popu-

lar canons and they were free from illusionistic and mimetic tendencies.

This producer also subordinated his own plays and screenplays to the
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14 Sa‘d AllÇh WannËs, BayÇnÇt li-masra… ‘arabÜ ÑadÜd, ìAl-Ma‘rifaî (Da-
mascus) 104/1970, after: ibid., p. 119. 

15 E.g. in MËgÇmarÇt raís al-mamlËk μÇbir, published in Damascus 1970. 
16 ‘AlÜ ‘Uqla ‘UrsÇn is also a theatre specialist and critic. 
17 ‘AlÜ ar-RÇ‘Ü, Al-Masra… fÜ #l-waùan al-ëarabÜ, Kuwait 1980, p. 130; anoth-

er outstanding Lebanese director is Roger ‘AssÇf. 
18 Cf. YÇsÜn RifÇ‘iyya, ‘I^Çm Ma…fËz wa-#l-masra… al-lubnÇnÜ, ìAl-Mawqif

al-‘AdabÜî (Damascus) No. 5/1974, p. 126. 
19 This play is ì(...) the turning point in the output of YËsuf al-ÅnÜ and at the

same time in the entire dramatic output in Iraqî write J. Bielawski, K. SkarøyÒska-
BocheÒska, J. JasiÒska, Nowa i wspÛ≥czesna literatura arabska 19 i 20 w.
Literatura arabskiego Wschodu, Warsaw 1978, p. 629. 

20 Another oustanding Iraqi writer is ‡ÇhÇ SÇlim, and the outstanding directors
are IbrÇhÜm al-μalÇl and SÇmÜ ‘Abd al-∞amÜd; see Hatif Majed K. al-Janabi, op.
cit., pp. 226, 232. 



exigencies of modern staging. There are similarities between his artistic
activity and the development of contemporary Moroccan theatre.21

In Morocco the theatre developed rapidly after the country gained inde-
pendence in 1956. A whole group of directors began their activity.22 They
rejected illusionism, curtain, realist decorations, used modern technique,
including the film-making technique, abandoned the rules governing time
and space and referred to turÇ@óArab cultural heritage. 23

One of the most distinguished Moroccan directors and dramatists (since
1957) is A…mad aÔ-‡ayyib a^-~iddÜqÜ, who calls his productions the ìritual
theatreî (al-masra… al-i…tifÇlÜ) or the ìtotal theatreî (al-masra… al-
kÇmil).24 Both concepts indicate the return to the tradition of an Arab the-
atrical performance, especially equal rights given to the word, motion,
sound as well as to the spectator and actor.25 His artistic concepts are being
disseminated; in 1979 BayÇn al-masra… al-i…tifÇlÜ (Manifesto of the
Ritual Theatre)26 signed by Moroccan artists was published. Apart from
A^-~iddÜqÜ, creationist drama is developed in Morocco by A…mad aÔ-
‡ayyib al-‘AlaÑ, ‘Abd al-KarÜm BaröÜd, Mu…ammad TaymËd, Mu…ammad
äahrimÇn and ‘Abd as-SalÇm ∞abÜb. 

Theatrical experimentalism has been developing in the neighbouring
Tunisia since 1967 when the artistic ìGroup 11î (MaÑmË‘at 11) was cre-
ated and the Club of Experimental Theatre (NÇdÜ al-Masra… at-TaÑrÜbÜ)
was established. The Club produced the play Raís al-¥Ël (The Demonís
Head, 1969)27 as the experiment of the so-called ìcollective theatreî
shaped by the actors during rehearsal. The play written on this basis by
SamÜr al-‘AyÇdÜ, Mu…ammad al-ArnÇíËÔ and RaÑÇí Far…at is the turning
point in Tunisian dramatic output: it follows turÇ@, rejects illusionism and
makes use of the film montage technique. 

21 Especially the influences of A…mad aÔ-‡ayyib a^-~iddÜqÜ, ibid., p. 245. 
22 Cf. AdÜb as-SalÇwÜ, Al-Masra… al-ma©ribÜ min ayna wa-ilÇ ayna,

Damascus 1975, p. 166; E. Machut-Mendecka, Dramat. Maroko, in: J. Bielawski,
J. Koz≥owska, E. Machut-Mendecka, K. SkarøyÒska-BocheÒska, Nowa i wspÛ≥-
czesna literatura arabska 19 i 20 w. Literatura arabskiego Maghrebu, Warsaw
1989, p. 570. 

23 AdÜb as-SalÇwÜ, op. cit., p. 176. 
24 Cf. E. Machut-Mendecka, op. cit., p. 572. 
25 In the 1966/1967 season a^-~iddÜqÜ produced his play (written with A^-

~amd al-KatfawÜ) DÜwÇn sÜdÜ ‘Abd ar-Ra…mÇn al-MaÑdËb, written in
Casablanca 1966, which is one of his most favourite plays. AdÜb as-SalÇwÜ, op.
cit., p. 81; another famous performance of this producer is MaqÇmÇt BadÜ‘ az-
ZamÇn al-∞amÇdÇnÜ. 

26 Published in the Kuwait monthly ìAl-BayÇnî No. 163/1979, after: Hatif
Majed K. al-Janabi, op. cit., p. 226. 

27 Based on the story of ‘Izz ad-DÜn al-MadanÜ Raís al-¥Ël wa-sayyidnÇ 
‘AlÜ.



The innovative Tunisian playwriting was developed in the 1970s by ‘Izz

ad-DÜn al-MadanÜ, the follower of the classical literary techniques (such as

istiÔrÇdóìdigressionî) and of the themes representing Arab mediaeval pop-

ular movements: ìthe man of theatre, be it writer or director, will not be sat-

isfied in his work, for example, with the character of maddÇ… (...) . One

must gain a deeper insight into the Arab thought, absorb it fully and get to

know its propertiesî.28

Beside Al-MadanÜ, the leading authors of the revival of Tunisian drama

in the spirit of tradition are ∞asan ∞amÇda and SamÜr al-‘AyyÇdÜ. The uni-

form experiments conducted in various Arab theatres cause that creation-

ism has come to be the outcome of theatrical searching.

The contents and methods od the creationist drama. Creationism

comprises those plays which reject the ìreality in appearances resembling

the content of everyday experienceî. Therefore these plays are inconsis-

tent with the above definition, formulated by Henryk Markiewicz, which I

have adopted for realism. Since the same logic of ìeveryday experienceî

governs both the Arabic realist and neoclassical drama, i.e. the whole ear-

lier dramaturgy of the region under study, creationism breaks with its con-

ditioning. From the point of view of literary studies the opposition realism

vs creationism may arouse some reservations, as there may be a risk that

the opposition will mean that realist literature will be deprived of creative

features. Stefan ØÛ≥kiewski puts forward the following reservation:

ìThere is no absolute opposition realism vs creationism on the artistic

planeî.29 However, he also says that ìextreme realisation of modern real-

ism and creationism contradict each other. And the easiest way to show it

is to oppose the philosophical substructure of the two kinds of poeticsî.30

In Stefan ØÛ≥kiewskiís considerations of major importance is the fact that

he recognizes the extreme forms of expression of realism and creationism

as the foundations of the two currents. Such extreme forms of realisation

are precisely Markiewiczís ìidealisation of literary factsî31, thereby lead-

ing to the establishment of any kinds of poetics, creative methods or fea-

tures of currents. The diminishing amount of these features in some of
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28 ‘Izz ad-DÜn al-MadanÜ, BayÇn …awla ¿sti‘mÇl al-fa¬Çí al-masra…Ü fÜ hÇôÇ
#d-DÜwÇn, in: ‘Izz ad-DÜn al-MadanÜ, DÜwÇn as-ZanÑ, Tunis 1973, p. 11.

29 Stefan ØÛ≥kiewski, Perspektywy literatury XX wieku, Warszawa 1960, p.
114. 

30 Ibid., p. 114. 
31 Cf. H.Markiewicz,G≥Ûwne problemy wiedzyo literaturze, Cracow 1976, p. 197.



them also leads to relaxation of the boundaries between realism and cre-

ationism. 

The opposition realism vs. creationism is recurring in publications on

literary studies32, including those devoted to dramaturgy33; the signals of

reality and the signals of creation have been opposed in the literary work.34

Creation is opposed to reality, and causes that ìliterary factsî become

conventional. Within the framework of the conception of ìconventionali-

tyî the typical content of creationist drama develops, its creative method is

shaped and the principal message of the current comes into light. 

1. Typical content: power, coercion, compulsion. Neoclassical and realist

plays shape their worlds as concrete and detailed, while in creationist

drama there is a tendency to generalisation and simplification, which are

already inherent in the main motifs of the plays. These motifs constitute

mutually interrelated concepts of power, captivity and coercion. Being pre-

sent in all the creationist plays, they are the main indicator of content typi-

cal of dramaturgy of this current. 

1.1. Power, coercion, compulsion. The relationship between power, coer-

cion and compulsion provides the whole gamut of dramatic solutions. On

one end there is an example of ìliteralî slavery in the play SulÇrÇ35 (1969)

by Mu…ammad al-FaytËrÜ (Libya), on the other endócoercion of man by a

mechanised system in Il-WÇfid (The Newcomer, published in Cairo 1965)

by MÜÆÇíil RËmÇn (Egypt). 

The most typical content in creationist drama, which evolves under the

influence of the relationships between power, coercion and compulsion, is

expressed by de-individualised dramatis personae. Each of the three

motifs, with the co-operation of the remaining ones, calls into being one of

the popular heroes of creationism. The impact of the motif of power gives
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32 Cf. Katarzyna Rosner, åwiat przedstawiony a funkcje poznawcze dzie≥a
literackiego, in: Problemy teorii literatury, series 2, op.cit., p.92. 

33 For example, Les≥aw Eustachiewicz in Dramaturgia wspÛ≥czesna 1945-
1980, Warszawa 1985, 1st ed., while discussing Polish drama, distinguishes two
contrasting sub-chapters: ìW stronÍ realizmuî (p. 191) and ìW stronÍ kreacjoniz-
muî (p. 217); he also defines the two concepts. Distinction between realism and
creationism in theatre is made by Jan KosiÒski, Kszta≥t teatru, Warszawa 1972, p.
187.

34 Zbigniew Chojnowski, Infernalne przestrzenie prozy So≥tysika, ìMiesiÍcz-
nik Literackiî 1988/5, pp. 79-80. 

35 This is a poetic drama about a deportation of a group of Africans from
Africa to Hawaii during the Great French Revolution. The title of the play is the
heroineís proper name. 



rise to the ruler himself; the motive of compulsion results in the evolution

of his helpers, while the motif of coercionñof the subjects. 

1.1.1. The rulers. The rulers in the creationist plays vary: from referential

to imagined, from those having names or surnames to abstract characters. 

Caliph äa‘bÇn al-Muqtadir and minister Mu…ammad al-‘AlqamÜ are

presented as historical figures in a …akawÇtÜ from the cafe tale in Sa‘d

AllÇh WanËsí (Syria) play Mu©Çmarat raís al-mamlËk μÇbir (The
Adventure of the Head of Slave μÇbir; ìAl-Ma‘rifaî (Damascus) No.

105, November 1970). The action of the play takes place in ìstormy times,

resembling a stormy sea, which fail to achieve stabilisationî.36 This is con-

firmed by the story of a title slave, who proposed the caliph to carry

through the gates of the town a letter written on his shaven head; instead of

the prize he expected, he was put to death. 

The referential rulers are individualised primarily by means of their

names and surnames, as well as of certain details of the historical back-

ground. All the personal features of these characters are behind their func-

tion of the exercising of power. It serves, in the first place, to maintain the

state of coercion in the areas under rule, for which reference to the appara-

tus of coercion is needed. 

The title pharao ŒËfË (Cheops, Cairo) in the play of äawqÜ ‘Abd al-

∞akÜm (Egypt) has the same ethos as the imaginary kings of other plays

written by this author: Old King37 and king Ma‘rËf.38 This ethos is strictly

limited by the stamps of greatness of the ruler, filled by his feeling of

weakness in the face of the burden of power. This burden consists in that

he must constantly enter the world of his subjects which is supposed to be

governed by the ruler. This world is unfamiliar and it cannot be grasped by

an individual, i.e. the ageing Cheops, as well as the Old King. Hence this

area39 fills these and other creationist rulers with terror, thus making them

undertake brutal action. The measures of king Ma‘rËf, on the other hand,

are fairly awkward because though he gives away all his property to the

people, he is unable to set order in the state. 

The referential and imaginary characters share a common function of

the exercising of power which is performed monotonously and schemati-
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36 Sa‘d AllÇh WannËs, Mu©Çmarat raís al-mamlËk μÇbir, ìAl-Ma‘rifaî
(Damascus) No. 5/1970, p. 196. 

37 äawqÜ ‘Abd al-∞akÜm, MÇlik ‘AgËz, published in Cairo 1965. 
38 äawqÜ ‘Abd al-∞akÜm, Il-MÇlik Ma‘rËf, published in Cairo 1965). 
39 The play is based on one of the plots of The Book of the Thousand and

One Nights. 



cally by them. The schematism of any rule is emphasised by Sa‘d AllÇh

WannËs already in the title of his play Al-Malik huwa al-malik (The
King is the King, 1983). Here, the king who wants to amuse himself,

transfers a certain merchant to his palace in his sleep and endows him

with one-day rule. To the rulerís despair, the merchantónot recognized

by the dignitaries, courtiers and even the queenóstays in his place for

good. 

The sign of the historical times in which the characters of the referential

and imaginary rulers appear are their titles of caliphs, kings, sultans,

princes as well as their attributes including scepters, purples and jewels.

The attractiveness of this character increases as it loses all the contacts

with the well-marked historical background, getting rid also of any names

and traditional titles. In the Aö-äayÇÔÜn fÜ #l-qarya (Devils in the Village,

published in Libya-Tunisia 1973) by RaööÇd al-∞amzÇwÜ (Tunisia) the vil-

lage-kingdom with vague contours is ruledóin the palace permeated with

the atmosphere of strangeness and crimeóby a character called only the

Ruler.40 The characters exercising power and deprived of historical condi-

tioning, are marked in various ways, for example in Mu‘Ün BasÜsËís plays,

whose world is governed i.a. by A Man Wearing a Gold Whig41, A Man

with a Washing Machine42, A Driver43, and Physicians44. 

In the creationist plays the character of the ruler has few characterolog-

ical features and is a dramatic type formed due to hyperbolisation of the

main function performed. The function of power exercising may also veil

the figure of the ruler so much that it will disappear completely. The ruler

who is absent in dramatic content is still revealed in the effects of his activ-

ities. Invisible, he becomes more free. Therefore his activities are more

effective and rapacious, while their success is safeguarded by an all-

embracing apparatus of power exercising which rests on the shoulders of

his helpers-executors. 

1.1.2.The helpers. Along with the character of the ruler the character of its

helper evolves in creationist plays. The caliphs, kings, sultans and princes
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40 The character of the Ruler, marked by the same Arabic term al-∞Çkim,
appears also in the play Al-AÆyÇr, Tunis 1979 by At-TiÑÇnÜ ZalÜla (Tunisia) and
Mu^Ôafa al-FÇrisÜ. 

41 A^-~aÆra, 1979. 
42 ¡awrat az-ZanÑ, produced in Cairo 1970. 
43 äamöËn wa-DalÜla, produced in Cairo 1971. 
44 Al-‘A^ÇfÜr tabnÜ a‘öÇöahÇ bayna al-a^ÇbÜ‘, produced in Rabat 1973;

MaísÇt Guevara, 1979. 



appearing in these plays have at their service ministers, palace dignitaries,

courtiers, military men and police. These helpers may play a key role in the

particular plays, for example the Minister in TawfÜq al-∞akÜmís play As-
SulÔÇn al-…Çíir (The Sultanís Dilemma, produced in Cairo 1961), who

becomes a defender of the ruler charged of being a manumitted slave.45

The mistakes of an indolent Cairo ruler BahÇí ad-DÜn QarÇqËö, fighting in

∞asan ∞amÇdaís play46 with his mocking biographer, a mediaeval thinker,

are corrected by a Helper. 

The more distant the past and its ìhistoricalî conditioning, the greater is

the freedom of the rulerís helpers who represent the authority of increas-

ingly anonymous character. If within the framework of this representation

the particular helpers are the protagonists, they may be given some person-

al features. For example, the two policemen in the play of Al-Bu^ayrÜ ‘Abd

AllÇh (Libya) ∞Çlat …i^Çr bilÇ munÇsaba (The State of Siege without
Reason, 1977) who are relatives, have names and we know that they have

families and well-shaped personal life. Being the epitome of discipline and

naivety, they try to satisfy their superiors by imagining an inexistent coup. 
The cruelty of the helpers grows in these plays in which the personal

features of these characters become obliterated.47 They are absent, for
example, in the case of a secret agent who changes names (from ∞asan to
∞usayn and Mu…sin)48 in Sa‘d AllÇh WannËsí play49 and each time he
does so, he puts to prison a ìpoor vendor of brown sugarî who goes out
from the prison as a wreck of man. An anonymous conductor, who also
undergoes various metamorphoses, terrorizes a passanger in a ghostly
atmosphere of a running train in the play MusÇfir al-layl (The Night
Traveller) by ~alÇ… ‘Abd a^-~abËr.50

The representatives of the force flowing from unknown sources identify
themselves with the function performed, destroying own identity.
Indefiniteness taken from the superior authority also becomes their main
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45 Ministers are among the main characters e.g. in Lu‘bat as-sulÔÇn wa-#l-
wazÜr, published in ìAl-Fu^Ël al-Arba‘aî (Tripoli 1982) by Al-KÜlÇni ‘Awn
(Libya), Al-Malik huwa al-malik by Sa‘d AllÇh WannËs. 

46 BahÇ ad-DÜn QarÇqËö. 
47 For example in μarÜmat qatl, published in Cairo 1973, by Mu^ÔafÇ BahÑat

Mu^ÔafÇ (Egypt), the play in which the main role is played by the motif of coer-
cion, the characters appear without the opponents; here the Prosecutor terrorises
the Defendant during the interrogation. 

48 The names are derived from the root … s n and are connected with the verb
…asunaóìto be goodî. 

49 Sa‘d AllÇh WannËs, MaísÇt bÇ‘Ü ad-dibs al-faqÜr, Damascus 1965. 
50 ~alÇ… ‘Abd a^-~abËr, MusÇfir al-layl, written in 1969.



attribute. What is indefinite51 is at the same time unknown, arouses fear
and distrust. The representatives of the incomprehensible authority are
viewed as alien by the inhabitants of the world presented of the creationist
plays. Because they do not have common habits: Al-¥urabÇí lÇ yaöra-
bËna al-qahwa (Strangers Do Not Drink Coffee), as it results from Ma…-
mËd DiyÇbís (Egypt) play52, but come for unknown reasons to measure the
house of a quiet elderly married couple. The stranger enters somebodyís
dream as a persecutor and menace in Al-μarrÇd (The Locust, 1965) by
Sa‘d AllÇh WannËs. The strangers in ‘Ali ‘Uqla ‘UrsÇnís53 playóthough
at first friendly to the inhabitants of a certain villageópush them more and
more out of their homes. 

All the strangers threaten the communities presented as the representa-
tives of unfamiliar, awestricken authority. Thye are also the epitome of its
most abstract form. Due to this form they make the function of a helper
perfect, which is sometimes performed awkwardly and unfairly by the
kingís and caliphís ministers in those plays in which they are encumbered
with the weaknesses of their human nature. 

1.1.3.The subjects. The world presented in most creationist dramas is
ìdensely populatedî by large human communities. Their primary feature is
anonymity and in the extreme cases these communities are deprived of all
attributes. In ‘Abd AllÇh al-QuwayrÜs A^-~awt wa-#^-^adÇ (The Voice
and Echo, published in Tripoli 1972) a Man who does not have any per-
sonal features discusses with a Woman, Old Man, Young Man, representa-
tives of the authority who terrorize him, as well as anonymous groups of
people, among other things, the right to ask questions. In Al-MÜlÇd (The
Birth, 1965) by the same author the discussion on the sense of any activity
is interrupted by the galloping crowds. Voices of anonymous characters
force their way into the action of Ta‘ÇzÜ fÇÔimiyya (The Fatimid Mourn-
ing, 1978) by ‘Izz ad-DÜn al-MadanÜ (Tunisia); while scanning the elegies,
they recall the death of Al-∞usayn, the Prophetís grandson, which makes
up an intermission in quasi-historical events connected with the rule of the
first Fatimids (10th c.) in North Africa. 

Human communities in the creationist plays can also be defined more
precisely as peoples, nations, street crowds or professional groups.
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51 The atmosphere of complete indefiniteness characterises the action of the
play Ma‘a #s-salÇma, ayyuhÇ #z-ZunËÑ al-bÜ¬, published in Baghdad 1981) by
Mu…yÜ #d-DÜn az-Zanakan (Iraq), where a solitary musician receives a telephone
call in which someoneís voice asks for help, which is followed by the shots. 

52 Al-¥urabÇ lÇ yaörabËna al-qahwa, ab. 1970). 
53 ‘AlÜ ‘Uqla ‘UrsÇn, Al-¥urabÇí, Damascus 1974). 



However, this definition cannot be pushed too far as the creationists

avoid giving detailed and concrete names to the communities presented.

While distinguishing some individuals, they willingly define themólike

many realists doóby the functions performed but also mark them with

numbers. Thus, the created anonymous characters, as if they were tem-

porarily distinguished from the particular groups, do not veil with their

personal plots their main task: to express the complaint of helpless sub-

jects about the omnipotent authority. The complaint is rightful and long-

standing; it is substantiated i.a. by QÇsim Mu…ammadís (Iraq) Craftsmen

in MaÑÇlis at-turÇ@ (The Feasts of Heritage, written 1974-1975), who

are marked with numbers. In this play, the soldiers preparing Baghdad

for the royal festival terrorize the people, and the elder of the trade guild

does harm to a Baghdad philosopher and tramp who earns his living by

copying books. 

The anonymous community of subjects in some creationist plays is

even more differentiated as it is divided into smaller groups related to the

concrete background of Arab towns and villages. Tramps, beggars, petty

thieves, adventurers or popular rebels are particularly abundant in the

mediaeval Baghdad bazaar in QÇsim Mu…ammadís play BagdÇd al-azal
bayna al-Ñadd wa-#l-hazal (The Eternal Baghdad Half Joking Half
Serious). The bazaar is full of the characters of clowns, dwarfs, snake

charmers, trainers of monkeys54, and against this background work honest

and dishonest craftsmen are working under a strict control of an elder of

the trade guild. 

In the anonymous crowd depicted in the creationist plays there also

appear characters that, while sharing its worries, are marked with their own

names. Their fate has a twofold implication: collective suffering is con-

firmed in an individualís experience. The physician LabÜb in As-SuíÇl (The
Question, 1970) by Mu…yÜ #d-DÜn ∞amÜd (Iraq), who helps the beggars of

Baghdad, fails to defend himself against the charge of crime he did not

committed and is sentenced by the corrupt apparatus of justice of the

caliph. 

The rulers marked with concrete ìhistoricalî signs have more individu-

alized subjects. Twentieth-century Egyptian pashas face the characters of

fellahs having more differentiated plots in NaÑÜb SurËrís plays.55 Other
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54 Similar human characters appear in the play Kubri in-namËs, produced in
1963-1964, by Sa‘d ad-DÜn Wahba, of which the action takes place in 20th-centu-
ry Egyptian village. 

55 See Ewa Machut-Mendecka, WspÛ≥czesny dramat egipski..., op. cit., pp.
64-65. 



popular heroes of the plays of this current experience own tragedies,

though the latter develop within the framework of ìcreationistî condition-

ing.56

1.2. Revival. In many creationist plays whose world is usually governed by

the authority, compulsion and coercion, there is also a recurring problem of

revival of the existing relations. The revival assumes various forms and

represents a differentiated scale of intensity: from the individualís protest

to a collective revolt and all-embracing revolution. Already in the dramat-

ic world of al-ÑÇhiliyya, a Bedouin of the play Al-BÇb (The Gate, written

1964) by ¥assan KanafÇnÜ (Palestine) resists the authority of a pagan god;

when he dies, he moves his revolt into the other world, where he attacks a

solid gate of the extramundane prison. 

In creationist dramaturgy the protest showing both universal and Arab fea-

tures embraces the modern and mediaeval world. The yearning for protest and

change stirs the subjects to action. Nameless peasants in SÇmi… QÇsimís57

play (Palestine), at first being a passive tool for acquiring loots for their ruler

QarqÇö, rebel against their superior assuming revolutionary attitudes. In Iz-
ZuÑÇÑ (The Glass, written in 1967) by MÜÆÇíÜl RËmÇn (Egypt), the contem-

porary Cairo civil servant protests against the sensation of being at bay and of

threat, referring to his relationships with the people. In day-dreaming, beyond

historical reference, the revolt reaches the gate of the palace in the play of the

same author Il-Lÿla ni¬…ak (We Can Laugh Tonight, after 1962).

The revolution in the creationist approach is also a way to revival of the

nation and statehood menaced from the outside. It is perceived in this man-

ner in those plays in which the concepts of power, compulsion and coercion

are connected with the rule of one state over the other.58 Thus, creationists

undertake one of the most popular themes of realism, that of the national

struggle, but with no realist ìliterarinessî and concretisation of details. 

The dependence of Bolivia on the United States in MaísÇt Guevara
(The Tragedy of Guevara, 1979) by Mu‘Ün BasÜsË (Palestine) assumes the

form of a dynamised fresco. The action takes place in various places and

on various planes: in the square, where tourists arrive in a coach to see the

mummified Guevara, in a Bolivian village pacified by the police, in prison,

in the library, in a TV studio. The world of real characters is joined by the
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56 For example the plays of äawqÜ ‘Abd al-∞akÜm (Egypt), see ibid., p. 59 ff. 
57 SamÜ… QÇsim, QarqÇö, 1969. 
58 The individualís revolt against the oppression by the ruling system can be

found e.g. in a one-act play by ‘Ali SÇlim (Egypt) Il-Bufe, produced in 1968, and
one-act plays of NaÑÜb Ma…fË≤ (Egypt). E. Machut-Mendecka, op. cit., p. 90. 



abstract human types: Men having symbolical meaning, and an omni-
present Man Looking like Guevara.59

The theme of subjugation of Palestine by Israel is evolving by use of
the same ìrealistî motifs. Although the creationists willingly use abstrac-
tionism and pauses, they introduce signs that are sufficiently clear to allow
us to recognize the theme. In Mu‘Ün BasisËís Samson and Delilah, where
the torments of awaiting are experienced by the passangers of an immobile
car, this is the sign of the garden in Jaffa appearing in an ever-lasting mem-
ory of the family home of the hero. In ‘Ali ‘Uqla ‘UrsÇnís ‘ArÇ¬at al-
Æu^Ëm (Manifestation of Opponents, published in Damascus 1976) the
realist background is provided by the Arab-Israeli fighting on the Sinai. A
mother of one of the dead, encouraging to fighting, creates, however, an
unreal world in which three slightly different worlds are marked by three
symbolical characters: Muslim, SalmÇn and SÇlim, having names similar
in meaning60 and declaring equally good intentions. Pictures and loose
scenes from the Palestinian struggle, interwoven with songs and music, can
be found in Alfred FaraÑís play An-NÇr wa-#z-zaytËn (The Fire and
Olives, produced in Cairo 1969-1970). 

However, in the creationist output the external world does not confirm
the coherence of the community presented, as it is the case in neoclassical
and realist drama. The creationist motifs already at the level of simplifica-
tion and abstraction combineóby way of common contentóthe characters
and themes called into being. Any concrete forms that these motifs may
assume do not veil their key message. Power, compulsion and coercion, no
matter whether they flow from beyond the boundaries of the world depict-
ed in the plays or whether they evolve within the framework of this world,
are equally negative in putting together the human communities created.
These communities defend themselves by undertaking revival in the same
way no matter whether the centres of terror develop on their own territories
or beyond them. 

Another dramatic type of creationism, namely a revolutionary or a rev-
olutionary leader, is responsible in the first place for the revival. Just as
other contents of the creationist plays, this character is shaped between a
concrete and detailedness on the one hand and an abstract and generalisa-
tion on the other hand. 
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59 Guevara is a symbol of total fighting against oppression in Layla ma^raë
Guevara al-‘a≤Üm, produced in Cairo 1968-1979 by MiÆÇíÜl RËmÇn, where the
geographical names, such as Vietnam, Latin America, Africa, Palestine, Jerusalem,
Nile, DunöawÇy village in Egypt prove that coercion dominates in the real world.

60 The names are derived from the root s l m, which occurs in Arabic verbs
denoting the striving for peace, security and good. 



The type of a revolutionary and a revolutionary leader is developed

most in those plays which take up the theme of the historical contestation,

i.e. Arab religion-based popular movements which were numerous in

mediaeval Islam. One of the most outstanding leaders of these movements

in Arabic dramaturgy is Al-∞allÇÑ, an Iraqi mystic of the 8/9th century. He

was already present in neoclassical drama and he appears in the creationist

plays. In a poetical play of ~alÇ… ‘Abd a^-~abËr MaísÇt al-∞allÇÑ (The
Tragedy of al-∞allÇÑ, written 1964), he is an opponent who disseminates

among the Iraqi people the Sufi doctrine, closely related to the physical

and spiritual revival of the faithful. Under the guise of charge of spreading

heresy he is sentenced to crucifixion by the Muslim court of caliph. 

In ëIzz ad-DÜn al-MadanÜís play Ri…lat al-∞allÇÑ (Al-∞allaÑís Travel,
1973) the title character of the same opponent was split into three person-

alities one of which follows the idea of revival and reaches the present

time. On this road the protagonist remains a model of a self-sacrificing

revolutionary, which is untypical in Al-MadanÜís dramaturgy. But other

leaders in the same play, who led 19-century movements of Qarmatians,

Babakís followers and ZanÑ developing in the Arab East, assume an omi-

nous visage. Although all of them fight with the terror of central authori-

ty of an Abbasid caliph, they are at variance and hostile towards one

another. In their approach the revival becomes distorted and they them-

selves depart from the revolutionary ethics indicating the return to ideolo-

gy of equality and democracy of early Islam. Likewise, other leaders of

revolutionary movements deviate from the principles adopted in al-

MadanÜís dramaturgy: a Kharijite YazÜd in North Africa61, founder of the

Fatimid dynasty in this areaóimam ‘Ubayd AllÇh from the East62, and

the leader of the ZanÑ rebellion in Iraq.63 They all undergo also a signifi-

cant metamorphosis: they turn from revolutionaries to rulers governing by

means of the apparatus of coercion; from the partners of the subjects they

become their enemies. They may exemplify the ìtheory saying that an

inevitable annihilation of civilisation occurs upon the extinction of cre-

ative forces of the elite, which causes that it degenerates to form a ruling

oligarchyî.64

The sameóas in the pastófall of the conception of revival is presented

in creationist drama in the contemporary perspective and in the world
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61 ‘Izz ad-DÜn al-MadanÜ, ¡awrat ~Ç…ib al-∞imÇr, published in Tunis 1970. 
62 ‘Izz ad-DÜn al-MadanÜ, The Fatimid Mourning.
63 ‘Izz ad-DÜn al-MadanÜ, DÜwÇn az-ZanÑ, published in Tunis 1973. 
64 Arnold Toynbeeís hypothesis quoted after Alina Brodzka, O kryteriach

realizmu w badaniach literackich, Warszawa 1966, p. 18. 



deprived of toponimic keys.65 In ‘Abd AllÇh Man^Ërís äayí min al-©a¬ab
(A Bit of Anger, published in Amman 1984) a Man, formerly a Revolu-
tionary, will not save a girl from a compulsory marriage to a Respectful
Man. But he will start negotiating with him in a hypocrytical atmosphere
of mutual respect. 

However, the deviation from the revival conducted may also have
another variant: the leaderís striving to resume the protest does not need to
be a treason. In YËsuf IdrÜsí Il-MuÆaÔÔaÔÜn (The Striped Ones, written in
1968 or 1969) the action takes place already beyond any great history and
concretisation; the protagonist called the Brother accomplishes a victorious
revolution all over the world and replaces all the colours by black-and-
white stripes. After the victory, the old order stiffens and the Brother, who
does not want to be an ìold-styleî ruler, proclaims a new revolution which,
however, has no chances for success in view of the perfection of the appa-
ratus of coercion. 

The revolutionary dissident competes in creationitst drama with the
character of an ardent leader ready for the highest sacrifice to change the
existing order. The example of such a character may be the Revolutionary
in Al-Mawt wa-#l-qa¬iyya (The Death and the Cause, written in 1969)
by ‘Ådil KÇ≤im (Iraq), who manages to protect the Book of the Revolution
and in the moment of death he transfers it to a legendary Shahrazad.66

The revival is the problem solved in a different way in the particular
creationist plays. Its general sense for the entire current is closely connect-
ed with the temporal order adopted in the plays. 

1.3. The sense of existence. The world of creationist drama is a field of
specific penetration of restless, constantly seeking characters. They make
long travels, acquiring knowledge about the world, but they never rest sat-
isfied. They hectically follow the boundaries of cognition which are con-
tinually spreading, seeking a deeper sense within their framework. It is the
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65 The idea of revival subsides and diminishes in the content of the four-part
play by Mu…ammad al-MÇ©Ët (Syria) Al-‘U^fËr al-a…dab 1, 2, 3, 4, published in
Beirut 1976, which is permeated with abstractionism. In the play the Dwarf, the
Old Man and the Shoemaker are held in the cage in the desert. After they are
released, the Dwarf becomes a rebel and is killed by the Old Man turned into
Prince. The shoemaker with his family is sentenced to death for injuring the guard
with an ear of corn. 

66 Among self-sacrificing revolutionaries and leaders of the struggle for revival
the most distinguished in creationist drama are the Martyr in MasÇí at-ta‘ammuq,
published in ìAl-AqlÇmî (Baghdad No.6/1973), by QÇsim Mu…ammad, YËsuf in
∞attÇ yastrarÜ… al-ab, published in ìAz-ZamÇn al-Ma©ribiî (Morocco)
No.11/1982, by A…mad Ibn MaymËn (Morocco), Woman in the A^-~a…rÇí by
Mu‘Ün BasÜsË. 



sense of existence, the ìsense of the living processî, which ìman (...),
however, will never find and that is why his life is a constant searchóthe
movement and the change.î67

Among the protagonists seeking thus conceived sense of existence one
can distinguish in the creationist dramaturgyódue to persistence of search
and tragic fateóa character of the Moroccan wise man and popular poet, a
title hero of A…mad aÔ-‡ayyib a^-~iddÜqÜ and a^-~amd al-KatfawÜís play
DÜwÇn SÜdÜ ‘Abd ar-Ra…mÇn al-MaÑôËb (The DÜwÇn of SÜdÜ ‘Abd ar-
Ra…mÇn the Mad, Casablanca 1966). The play shows the adventures of
‘Abd ar-Ra…mÇn, who wanders about the Arab world. The knowledge about
the world acquired by this wise man is presented in the play allegorically
and symbolically. It is conveyed to the audience by way of tales, jokes or
poems recited by the poet-protagonist himself, as well as the performances
of the theatre of …alqa improvising his life story. It is a tragic story: a wise
man and a tramp loses his sight at the old age and dies in a mental home.68

In those creationist plays in which the pursuit of the sense of existence
is the leading theme, it veils the glaring expression of the relationship of
power with compulsion and coercion in the world depicted in the plays.
However, this relationship continues to form the relations in this world,
and the philosopical approach to the content does not diminish its political
meaning. In YËsuf al-‘ÅnÜís play Al-MiftÇ…69 an intellectual NawwÇr (i.e.
The Brightening One) uses his knowledge to help his brother and his wife,
who wander about the world according to the lyrics of a popular song and
their travel will bring them a longed-for childóbeing at the same time a
symbol of national revival needed for the change of relations existing in
the world presented. 

The problem of the quest of the sense of existence makes the creation-
ists use popular wisdom in dialogues and a parabolical language, as well as
introduce allegorism into an imaginary sphere of the plays. In some of
them man is replaced by animal characters. A hoopoe, for example, is the
embodiment of eternal wisdom, both in Mu…Çkamat KalÜla wa-Dimna
(The Judgement on KalÜla wa-Dimna, 1979), by Mu‘Ün BasÜsË and
RisÇlat aÔ-Ôayr, 1979, by QÇsim Mu…ammad. In both plays the bird offers
its services in experience connected with the search of the sense of exis-
tence for the fight for revival against terror and violence. 
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67 Bogus≥aw JasiÒski, Transcendentalizm nowoøytny i dwa programy upraw-
iania filozofii, ìMiesiÍcznik Literackiî 1988/9, p. 94. 

68 Cf. the summary of the play in: J. Bielawski, J. Koz≥owska, E. Machut-
Mendecka, K. SkarøyÒska-BocheÒska, op. cit., pp. 573-574.

69 Cf. the summary, J.Bielawski, K.SkarøyÒska-BocheÒska, J.JasiÒska, op. cit.,
p. 629.



The animals endowed with the mind and speech are the most conven-

tional figures of creationism. By creating an innocent and intelligent world,

as compared to the brutal world of people, they make us presume that the

latter needs a total revival.70 Some other time, the animals fraternizing

with the human world are cowardly and conservative. For example, the

title A¬-«afÇdÜí al-ka…lÇ (Navy Blue Frogs) in Mu…ammad äahrimÇnís

(Morocco) play risk an extermination but join the fight of their community

for the right to live. The animals lend their appearance to the fighting peo-

ple; for example, the characters in A…mad Ibn MaymËnís play Ar-RaÑul
a¬-¬aÆm wa-#l-‘a^ÇfÜr (A Huge Man and the Birds), printed in ìAl-

AqlÇmî (Baghdad) No.6/1980, put on wolfís and shipís skins. In the same

play, the tormented birds become the symbol of a young generation in a

country having no name. 

The search for the sense of existence is a problem which adds a philo-

sophical tinge to the content of the plays. Social and political issues placed

in this setting acquire a deeper meaning. Unlimited possibilities of search

for the sense of existence also contribute to development of the artistic

measures and methods used.

1.4. The sense of art and thought. Apart from the sense of existence the

characters of the plays seek the sense of art and thoughtóoften in the same

areas of the world created. And the search for both of them supports each

other. They are developed, i.a. by various wise men, as well as animal

characters. They offer their knowledge for the sake of the theatre in its

popular and spectacular forms. 

The typical creationist content related to them is particularly abundant

in A…mad aÔ-‡ayyib al-AlaÑís play ∞imÇr aö-öÇhid (The Donkey of the
Witness). The world of this play is based on the main creationist motifs:

power, compulsion and coercion; the play deals with such themes as

revival, sense of existence, sense of art. The play ∞imÇr aö-öÇhid presents

an anonymous Arab town which is ruled by a despotic rich man. The

town-dwellersí striving for revival is shown as an abortive revolution

guided by the intellectuals. The search for the sense of existence is reflect-

ed in philosophical talks of the protagonistóa wise man and a tramp -

with his donkey. The wise man also considers the sense of art; his memo-

70 This attitude is characteristic i.a. of the animals in the plays ∞imÇr aö-öÇhid,
published in ìAl-∞ayÇt al-Masra…iyyaî (Damascus) No. 7-8 (1979, by A…mad aÔ-
‡ayyib al-‘AlaÑ, SindibÇd, published in ìAl-∞ayÇt al-Masra…iyyaî (Damascus),
No. 14 (1980), by SamÜr al-‘AyyÇdÜ (Tunisia), Fara… öarqÜ, published in
Damascus 1981, by WalÜd IÆlÇ^Ü, Al-AkbÇö yatamarrinËna by A…mad aÔ-‡ayyib
al-‘AlaÑ, BahÇí ad-DÜn QarqÇö by ∞asan ∞amÇda. 
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ries bring onto the stage the troupe of the Arab improvised theatreó…alqa.

The troupe (monkey, clown and donkey) proves that art serves to disclose

the secrets of human nature on the one hand, and helps to change the rela-

tions existing in the world on the other. Here, the donkey-artist, charmed

into being by the wise manís imagination, finally impairs the direction of

movement ordered by the ruling rich man. 

The same function (as that of the popular artists) is performed in the

ìcreationistî world by writers, poets, historians, philosophers, actors or

directors of modern theatre. This group includes both referential charac-

ters, referring to the reality, and utterly fictitious protagonists, either

marked by the toponyms or nameless. 

The creationists draw their inspiration, among other things, from classi-

cal Arabic literature from which they borrow such great figures as: AbË #l-

‘AlÇí al-Ma‘arrÜ71, Ibn ar-RËmÜ, AÔ-‡abarÜ, Al-Mas‘ËdÜ, Al-μÇhi≤, BadÜ‘

az-ZamÇn al-HamadÇnÜ72, Al-MutanabbÜ73, as well as the heroes created

by those thinkers. These figures taken over by creationist drama usually

leave their epochs, appearing in the periods of unrest and anarchy embrac-

ing the Arab world. 

The sense of art and thought is also sought in creationist dramaturgy by

nameless characters, deprived of all personal features, which might veil the

function performed. The authors or directors with abstract characteristics

hold that the main purpose of art is the satisfaction of social needs.74 The art

acquires an educational and informative meaning, thus being a weapon in

political fight, which finds expression in Sa‘d AllÇh WannËsí play ∞aflat
samar min aÑl 5 …azÜrÇn (The Evening Devoted to the 5th of June).
The Poet appearing in it is the author of the play devoted to the fighting on

the Arabo-Israeli front, who criticises the Director for distortion of his

thought in the production of the play presented.

The ficticious audience is of the same opinion, and the policemen being

at the service of the ìpresidentî who is watching the performance, put an

end to stormy discussions. 

The dramatic heroes involved in the search for the sense of art and

thought, though highly self-dependent, join to a certain extent the group of
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71 ‘Izz ad-DÜn al-MadanÜ, ¥ufrÇn (published in 1977), ‘Ådil KÇ≤im, Az-Zaman
al-maqtËl fÜ Dayr al-‘ÅqËl. Al-MutannabbÜ ( published in Baghdad 1977. 

72 ‘Izz ad-DÜn al-MadanÜ, DÜwÇn az-ZanÑ. 
73 ‘Adil Ka≤im (Iraq), Az-Zaman al-maqtËl fÜ Dayr al-‘ÅqËl. Al-MutanabbÜ,

Al-Mawt wa-#l-qa¬Üya). 
74 Director, Critic, Actress, Actor and Author discuss, for example, their own

function in the theatre in the play MaörË‘ li-#l-munÇqaöa, written in 1967, by
NaÑÜb Ma…fË≤. 



the characters-helpers. In the conflict between the ruling and the ruled ones

they usually support one of the two opposing sides. 

1.5. The personal and emotional life of characters. The problems of
human nature and complex personal relationships of the individuals are
rather absent in creationist dramaturgy, just as the care for detailed charac-
teristics of the world presented. These two scopes of content are the
domain of the realist plays. And if creationist drama shows dramatic char-
acters ìunableî to live in a purely conventional world, but demanding a
certain concretization of this world, they partly develop along the motifs
borrowed from realism. The personalities of the heroes marked toponimi-
cally are shaped on the motif of nature, while the motif of society entails
the setting of these characters in human communities. 

The personal life of thus constructed protagonists is determined in the

first place by deeply experienced love. Thus, the love themes developed in

the plays are tragic since they are suppressed by omnipotent motifs of

power, compulsion and coercion. The creationists set these plots in the

milieu of popular legends, borrowing them perhaps from neo-classical dra-

maturgy. 

In creationist drama love themes usually develop in Arab villages,

where lovers are often subject to a certain hostile authority which sup-

presses their freedom. In the play Hind wa-Man^Ër (Hind and Man^Ër),
published in Libya-Tunisia 1977, by IbrÇhÜm al-FaqÜh (Libya), in WalÜd

IÆlÇ^Üís plays MaqÇm IbrÇhÜm wa-~afÜyya (The Grave of IbrÇhÜm wa-
~Çfiyya) published in ìAl-AqlÇmî (Baghdad) 6/1980, and Fara… öarqÜ
(The Oriental Wedding) the authority rests in the hands of fathers enforc-

ing their laws upon the young generation. That is why the course of the

love themes is tragic there, ending with the death of some characters.75

These plays can easily be interpreted in the realist spirit: struggle of tradi-

tion and customs with emancipation. Nevertheless, their realism is negated

by the creationist creative method, especially by the abandoning of the lin-

ear construction of time and introduction of the character of narrator. 
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plays: YÇsÜn wi-BahÜyya, written in 1964, Ah, ya lÿl, ya qamar, written in 1965,
QËlu li-‘Ün iö-öams, written in 1970), Minÿn agÜb in-nÇs, published in Cairo 1975. 



*    *    *

Creationism is a current in whichóunlike neoclassicism and realis-

módevelop well-shaped dramatic types. Abstract, de-personified and de-

individualised types in the playsí contents, are often made detailed in the

sphere of composition. This detailedness concerns both human characters

and figures from the world of nature, such as: animals and objects brought

to life in Al-¥ufrÇn (The Forgiveness), 1976, by ‘Izz ad DÜn al-MadanÜ. In

this play, the mediaeval philosopher and poet AbË #l-‘AlÇí al-Ma‘arrÜ

starts on a journey in the other world to ìseek a new manî, and he is

accompanied by everlasting beings and figures taken from the Muslim cos-

mology: Peacock, Tree, Chandelier, Glass.76 All the characters, animals

and objects are presented by way of expressive descriptions included in the

didascalies of the play, for example: 

ìA Pen 

It is the extension of a finger, hand, thought, imagination. It impresses

the two mutually supplementing faces, such as darkness and light. This

impression is familiar and wild at the same time. What is outside is famil-

iar and what is inside is wild. When it draws, it praises God, when it draws

the lines, it bows before Him, and when it creates ornaments, it prostrates

before Him. 

It is holy, thenóeverlasting, thenólimited in timeî.77

Referential and utterly fictitious characters are made equally epic by the

descriptions of the didascalies in the creationist plays. The two types of

characters do not differ much, either. Also the names they are given are of

little importance. As WalÜd IÆlÇ^Ü writes in the didascalies of one of his

plays: ìIt seems that the names of the characters are unimportant (...). They

are like a glass which is easy to break. Little light will suffice to see what

they have insideî.78

The characters with names and nameless, referential and ficticious,

individualised and abstract jointly populate the world presented in the cre-

ationist plays. This is suggested i.a. by ‘Abd AllÇh al-QuwayrÜ when he

describes the characters of his play Al-MÜlÇd (The Birth): ìAt first, you

conclude that the characters may live in the conditions of our current histo-
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76 Cf. Ewa Machut-Mendecka, Tunezja III. Dramat niepodleg≥ej Tunezji, in:
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78 WalÜd IÆlÇ^Ü, Sahra dimËqrÇÔÜya ‘alÇ #l-Æaöaba, Damascus 1979, p. 6. 



ry. But when you take a closer look at the characters related to a concrete
contemporary reality as well as at those surrounded by the older historical

atmosphere, both types move within own reality which is expressed by

themî.79

This ìown realityî is formed according to the rules of a new conven-

tion, which differs from those binding so far in Arabic dramaturgy. The
conventional world of creationist drama is free from the burden of concrete

facts, which are presented as real ones and have a great effect on the devel-

opments in realist and neoclassical plays. What is in mind may come true

or at least is likely to come true. Conventionality and free development of

the content of creationist dramaturgy is made possible due to the creative
method adopted in it. 

2. The creative method: between the spectator and the narrator. It is already

in the neoclassical and realist plays that the ìpresent (...) inherhuman (...)

eventî is not of primary importance and it is even more difficult to observe

in the creationist playsóamong characters deprived of individual features. 
However, in ‘Abd AllÇh al-QuwayrÜís play Al-μËë (The Hunger) this

event does occur in the case of two characters: The Old Woman feeding on
the palm tree juice and ‘Abd al-μawÇd, a man in his prime who has just
finished off his wounded brother. Both characters share the feeling of lone-
liness and struggle for survival in the conditions of ongoing war, but they
differ as regards a concrete situation: the woman is a witness of manís
crime and he would like to kill her but he does not have enough courage.
Thus, the event presented is not confined to its present-day and interhuman
aspects. The importance of the past for its occurrence is a signal of the epic
form of the methods adopted in creationist dramaturgy. 

2.1. Time: dislocation and discontinuity. The time of the creationist
plays departs to a varying extent from the linear development and concep-
tion of causality in the sequence of events. For example, the linear time of
the action develops in Far…Çn Bulbulís (Syria) play LÇ tarhab …add as-
sayf (Donít Be Afraid of the Edge of Sword),printed in ìAl-AqlÇmî
(Baghdad), 6/1980. However, its protagonist, who is successively a tramp,
a king, a chieftain of robbers, a judge and fighter for the freedom of the
people, is not basing his successive transformations on the principle of
causality; he does so within the framework of search for the sense of exis-
tence and the struggle against violence. 
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Creationists attach more importance to the time of dramatic events than
the neoclassical and realistic playwrights. The temporal order adopted in
their plays is regulated by various formal measures. While introducing
indefinite time, deprived of ìhistoricalî conditioning, they define accurate-
ly this time by use of loose indications narrowing the framework of its
semantic field. These indications include such phrases as: ìin the pastî80 or
ìnowî81. Sometimes they are more developed, for example in WalÜd IÆlÇ^Üís
play IÔlÇq ad-nÇr min al-Æalf, (The Shot from the Back), printed in ìAl-
Ma‘rifaî (Damascus) No.64/ 1976, about the encirclement of a young girl
hiding herself in an old Arab home, time is expected to comprise ìone full
day from the life of the town which continues to live.î82

However, even a very detailed concretisation of time does not mean

that the principle of causality is really observed in the creationist plays.

When at the beginning of ‘Izz ad-DÜn al-MadanÜís ¡awrat ~Ç…ib al-
∞imÇr (Revolution of the Man Riding a Donkey) the date 947 is due to

appear on the curtain, it will indicate the last event of the action and its

retrospective form. The following dates given in a similar manner define

the course of the mediaeval popular and religious revolution in Tunisia.

However, its time raises doubts when the authorities want to attack a rev-

olutionary leader using ìtanks in front of the Ministry of Defenceî.83 The

attack is abandoned and the action goes on along its ìhistoricalî course:

the leaderís deviation from democratic ideals leads to the fall of the revo-

lution.84

Tanks and airplanes roar also the tramp of Mongolian horses invading

Egypt in Al-Ar¬ wa-#l-MË©Ël wa-#l-WÇdÜ al-μadÜd (The Land, the
Mongols and the New Valley), ab. 1976) by Mu…ammad AbË al-‘AlÇ as-

SalÇmËnÜ; here the Middle Ages already turn completely into the 20th

century. 

Thanks to the techniques adopted by the creationists the time of the

plays becomes transferrable and discontinuous. Here, ìthrough the trick of

temporal and spatial translocation the natural property of art is expressed,
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80 äawqÜ ‘Abd al-∞akÜm, RaÑul a‘mÇ, published in Cairo 1965. 
81 MÜÆÇíÜl RËmÇn, Il-WÇfid. 
82 WalÜd IÆlÇ^Ü, IÔlÇq an-nÇr min al-Æalf, ìAl-Ma‘rifaî (Damascus) No. 64, p.

108. 
83 ‘Izz ad-DÜn al-MadanÜ, ¡awrat ~Ç…ib al-∞imÇr, Tunis 1970, p. 62. 
84 The concrete dateó778 a.H. (1377 A.D.)ódenotes the rule of sultan Al-

Man^Ër ‘AlÜ in Ya salÇm sallim il-…Üta bititkallim, published in Cairo 1971, by
Sa‘d ad-DÜn Wahba. But an anegdotic event is developed here: behind the title
ìtalking wallî there is a Woman encouraging people to get out of the oppression
of the Mamluk apparatus of power. 



in which the categories of time and space find a different structuralisation

than in the real worldî.85

RaööÇd RuödÜ in his play BaladÜ, yÇ baladÜ (Country, my Country),
produced in Cairo 1968), introduces the structuralisation of time which is
particularly distant from ìcommon experienceî. The content of the plays
deals with ìthe feast of birthday of sayyid Al-BadawÜ, taking place one
hundred years after his death, i.e. seven hundred years ago, counting from
the present momentî.86 The action of the play takes place on two planes:
during the feast and in Al-BadawÜís lifetime. The colourful Cairo people,
terrorized by the ruling Mamluks, is transferred from the former to the lat-
ter, i.e. a hundred years earlier, to the time of al-BadawÜ, imam and ascetic,
wrongly declared to be a miracle worker.87

Transfering in time disturbs its continuity and linearity, thus destroying

cause-and-effect conditioning of the action in the creationist plays. The

elimination of this conditioning is also possible thanks to the form of time

short-cut, employed by the creationists in accordance with the rule that the

author ìalways builds the presented reality from loose scenesóobviously

in a certain wayódespite their apparent mutual strangenessî.88

Discontinuity in creationist drama results from the interruption of the

course of events by making them stand apart using the techniques of stag-

ing and techniques of stations. The staging is meant here primarily as the

way of expression of the various points of view by changing the position of

the scene.89 For example, the staging of two interchangeable planes of the

action is the basis for composition in the play by Al-Bu^ayrÜ ‘Abd AllÇh

Luëbat as-sulùÇn wa-#l-wazÜr. The change of the rulers on the plane of the

government game is accompanied here by the fall of thrones of the succes-

sive sultans in the fictitious state presented.90 The technique of staging also

allows for the emergence in creationissm of a ìfilm-making dramaturgy
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85 N.Tarabukin, Problema vremeni i prostranstva v teatre, ìTeatrî 1974, No.
2, after: N. DÏohadze, O czasie artystycznym w dramacie, ìPrzeglπd Humanis-
tycznyî 1976/6. 

86 RaööÇd RuödÜ, BaladÜ, yÇ baladÜ, Cairo n.d., p. 3. 
87 Exchangeability and overlapping of time structuresócontemporary and his-

toricalóis the basis for Raís al-¥Ël, produced in Tunis 1969, by SamÜr al-
‘AyyÇdÜ, Mu…ammad al-ArnÇíËù (Tunisia) and Mu…ammad RaÑÇí Far…Çt (Tunisia)
based on the story of ‘Izz ad-DÜn al-MadanÜ; see E. Machut-Mendecka, op. cit., p.
555. 

88 Stefania SkwarczyÒska, op. cit., Part 1, Vol. I, p. 136. 
89 J. £otman, Struktura tekstu artystycznego, p. 384 ff. 
90 E. Machut-Mendecka, Libia III. Dramat eksperymentalny, in: J. Bielawski,

J. Koz≥owska, E. Machut-Mendecka, K. SkarøyÒska-BocheÒska, op. cit., p. 593. 



which tends to be amorphousî.91 For example, QÇsim Mu…ammadís play

AnÇ ¬amÜr al-mutakallim (I, The Personal Pronoun) is composed of

fragments of the various plays and shows crowds of the Palestinian

refugees, the fruitless session of the Security Council, and snatches of

events from personal and family life, interrupted by the sounds of shots.

The play represents a composition which ìin the theatre (...) uses the film

reel as a model, with its technique of sticking and the ensuing technique of

screenplayî.92 This type of technique is created by creationist drama itself

by destroying the cause-and-effect order of the action by use of discontin-

uous streams and transferrable events.93 This is how the world in ‘Ådil

KÇ≤imís Az-ZamÇn al-maqtËl fÜ Dayr al-ëAqËl. Al-MutanabbÜ (Time
Stopped at Dayr al-‘AqËl. Al-MutanabbÜ) is constructed. In this play,

devoted to an outstanding Arab poet al-MutanabbÜ (10th c.), his travels,

poems, and steps taken to disseminate revolutionary ideas, personal meet-

ings, and encounters with another great poet al-Ma‘arrÜ (10th/11th c.) alter-

nate with a film picture of a horse galloping across the desert. In the

notional plane of the play it forms the framework binding the alternating

and mutually dependent events, combined in the content of the play by

common references to the person of al-MutanabbÜ. 

In one of such creationist plays as AnÇ ¬amÜr al-mutakallim by QÇsim

Mu…ammad, loosely combined94 events are the expression of the various

points of view included in the plays. In other plays, similar events remain

ìlittle stones strung on the moving thread of ìIî.95 Thus, the ìunity of

action is replaced by the unity of ìIî, whichóin Peter Szondiís opin-

ionóis the technique of the ìdrama of stations?96

In Arabic dramaturgy, this technique is more widely used in the plays

by NaÑÜb SurËr.97 His plays are composed of loosely interrelated pictures

presenting various stages of life of ìpopularî heroes. In the play Minÿn
agÜb in-nÇs (How Can I Get People) the Egyptian peasant woman,

Na‘Üma, wanders across the country seeking the body of her beloved

∞asan, murdered during the revolutionary fighting. She meets other peas-
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91 J. KosiÒski, Kszta≥t teatru, Warsaw 1972, p. 85. 
92 The montage uses here the fragments of the poems by Ma…mËd DarwÜö,
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93 Jan KosiÒski, op. cit., p. 70. 
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RaööÇd RuödÜ. 
95 Peter Szondi, op. cit., p. 42. 
96 Ibid., p. 42. 
97 See p. 130. 



ants, fishermen, sailors and workers and these encounters (stations), filled

with discussion, encourage Na‘Üma to continue to travel. 

In NaÑÜb SurËrís plays and in other creationist works written by use of

similar technique, the motion being the centre of the action, evolves

beyond the limits of the reality presented. The stations are filled with

more or less interrelated pictures, each of which has its own thought. The

latter interrupts a rapid course of the action, hampers it and makes it stat-

ic. Thus conceived technique of stations makes the action depend on one

character, while the staging technique ensures the occurrence of the vari-

ous points of view in the play. It is only the combination of the two tech-

niques in creationist drama that is conducive to dynamisation of the

course of the events presented. In QÇsim Mu…ammadís ‡Çíir as-sa‘d
(Bird of Happiness), 1979, an ill child travels in its dream along the road

full of adventures in pursuit of the title bird of happiness in order to offer

it to all the people who need help. Although the protagonist remains the

author of the events, each of them also consists of the facts co-created by

other characters. 

The techniques used for the purpose of time organisation in creationist

drama yield effects of various intensity for the composition of the plays. In

the linear time, just as in neoclassical and realist dramaturgy, the cause-

and-effect system of events is slightly disturbed. Staging and station tech-

niques may bring about a complete disturbance or destruction of this sys-

tem so that the form of organisation of events will result in transferrability

and discontinuity. 

2.2. From the narratorís distance. The system of discontinuous and

transferrable events is an epic borrowing; it also destroys the coherence of

the creationist plays. This coherence is defended by another form borrowed

from epic tales, namely the character of the narrator. On the one hand, he

binds the particular segments of the dramatic construction, and on the other

hand, he makes a critical assessment of this construction from his place on

the border of the stage and audience. 

The narrator appearing in most creationist plays originates from the

Arabic improvised theatre. This is evidenced by such contemporary

terms denoting the character of the narrator as: rÇwÜ or rÇwiya, …ÇkÜ,
and maddÇ…. In that case this character usually acts in a quasi-historical

setting: 14-th century Morocco in DÜwÇn sÜdÜ ëAbd ar-Ra…mÇn al-
MaÑôËb by AÔ-‡ayyib a^-~iddÜqÜ and ‘Abd a^-~amd al-KaftawÜ, or in the

medieval bazaar in Cairo in RaööÇd RuödÜís play Itfarrag, ya salÇm, pro-

duced in 1965. Also a rÇwÜ, a narrator and at the same time historian in

the first scene of Al-WazÜr al-‘Çöiq, published in Cairo 1981) by FÇrËq

al-μuwayda (Egypt) recalls a famous Andalusian love story of princess



WallÇda and a poet Ibn ZaydËn, which is popular in neoclassical dra-

maturgy. 

The functions of the narrator in the plays which are not connected with a

concrete place and time are performed by the characters having more

stylised names: Poet in Al-Mawt wa-al-qa¬iyya by ‘Ådila KÇ≤im, Fortune-

Teller in Fara… öarqÜ by WalÜd IÆlÇ^Ü. In MasÇí at-taíammul (The Even-
ing of Deep Reflections) by QÇsim Mu…ammad the narrator is a Woman.

In each of the plays: Ba‘d an yamËta al-malik (After the King Dies 1973)

by ~alÇ… ‘Abd a^-~abËr and in King Ma‘rËf by äawqÜ ‘Abd al-∞akÜm the

function is performed by as many as three old women, who draw dramatic

fables from their life wisdom and secret knowledge.

Regardless of the name of the characteróbe it traditional or innovato-

ryóeach of these characters actually remains a narrator since it preserves

its vast ìapparent cognitive competences (...) of registering, categorising,

concluding and assessingî.98

Narrators in creationist drama are ìsupportedî by the actors, who act

individually and collectively. In accordance with the requirements of the

didascalies, they are expected to enter the action from time to time, playing

themselves, and to ìaffectî the course of the performances from this posi-

tion. The same function is performed by the chorus; for example, in

SayyÇd al-lËla (Pearl Diver) published in Cairo 1982) by HayrÜ äalabÜ, it

greets the audience and announces the ìtale from distant lands about a fish-

erman and his family who are catching pearls or maybe rather about what

is inside manî.99

By use of the character of narrator as well as the actors playing them-

selves, the creationists aim at creating the technique of pseudo-improvisa-

tion referring to the tradition of Arabic theatre of the classical period. This

pseudo-improvisation, which serves aesthetics of stylisation and establish-

ing closer ties of modern drama with the old theatrical art, plays an impor-

tant role in the very composition of creationist drama as it destroys the dra-

matic illusion. Unlike neoclassical and realist dramaturgy, the creationist

dramaturgy does not treat its world presented as independent of other

beings. Using pseudo-improvisation, the narrator and the actors address the

audience, drawing its attention to an artificial and fictitious character of the

action taking place on the stage. At times, the didascalies of the play order

one actor to play several characters. The principle of such a transformation

of the roles of actors is specially well developed in YËsuf al-ëÅnÜís Al-
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ŒarÇba (The Ruin), written in 1968-1970).100 According to the require-
ments of the didascalies, the protagonists marked with numbers, against a
background of a ruined house in which they live, play the characters
known by their names. Thus, the first one presents the character of NaÑm
al-BaqqÇl, the leader of the popular Iraqi uprising of 1918, and next he
transforms himself into an actor who was once expected to play the role of
Brutus in Julius Caesar. In the successive actorís roles, the contemporary
female Lawyer becomes a goddess AötarËt, oppressed Iraqi peasant
woman, Palestinian Mother and Vietnamese Mother.101

The appearance of the narrator and actors in the particular plays
destroys the dramatic illusion in the various places of the action. However,
many plays startólike in neoclassical and realist dramaturgy - without any
introductory signals. For example, in the play Al-BÇb (The Gate, written in
1985) by YËsuf a^-~Çíi©, the action starts with a trial, which shows only a
moment later that the defendant is Him becauseódespite his earlier writ-
ten consent to be buried alive with his wife (in case she dies first)óhe does
not want to keep his promise now. (The further action is the realization of
the condemning sentence: He will find himself underground, where he will
meet Heróin the same situationóand their love will lead to the explosion
of the tomb.).102

‘Abd al-KarÜm BaröÜd (Morocco) projects his play Faust wa-#l-amÜra
a^-^al‘Çí (Faust and the Bald Princess), written in 1976 as a segment of
time and space, history of the world, maintaining it in the convention of a
great carnival: ìthere is not point of departure here, from which we can
start a play, and there is no definite place, but the signs of the festival sur-
prise us the moment we enter the theatreî.103

As compared to neoclassical and realist drama, the signals of the begin-

ning of the action are innovative in the creationist plays. They consist in

the introduction of the action by the narrator or the persons performing this

function (actors, particular characters, chorus) and they are fairly well

developed. The words of the narrators, being lexical delimitative signs, are
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100 See the summary of the play: J. Bielawski, K. SkarøyÒska-BocheÒska, J.
JasiÒska, op. cit., p.631. 

101 Another example of the play in which the actors are expected to play sev-
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103 ‘Abd al-KarÜm BaröÜd, Al-AmÜra a^-^al‘Çí, ìAl-AqlÇmî 1976/6, p. 206. 



accompanied by non-lexical signs104 in the form of music or choreograph-

ic patterns. 

The play Al-¥irban wa-Ñawqat al-ÑiyÇ‘ (The Crows and the En-
semble of the Hungry, written in 1972) by Al-Bu^ayri ‘Abd AllÇh starts

with a monologue of the Comentator who declares his indifference to the

events foretold by Beethovenís music. Indeed, the Comentator does not

interfere with the struggle of nameless protagonists led by Adam against

the enforcement of appearances of wealth offered by the authority.105

The form of festivity and folk festival is also the signal for the begin-

ning of the action in the creationist plays. QÇsim Mu…ammad is the play-

wright who often uses this form. For example, in his Al-Mal…ama aö-öa‘b-
iyya (Popular Story), produced in 1964-1978, the play is introduced by a

rÇwiya, who announces a festivity perceived on two planes: as an element

of dramatic action and as the form of the existence of the world. The ongo-

ing festivity gives rise to the evolution of the motif of compulsion of the

inhabitants of an Iraqi village by the feudal authority. The festivity in this

playóapart from signalling the beginning of the actionóis the way of

organisation of its further content.106

Apart from well-developed beginnings of their plays, the creation-

ists introduce rich and imaginative names for the successive internal

parts of the content of the plays. The more complicated the dramatic

structure of the work, especially due to its disintegration into loosely

related fragments, the more differentiated are these names, being

marked by the increasing inventiveness. However, the creationist plays

still include ìtraditionalî terms to denote the particular delimitators:

fa^l (act), maöhad and man≤ar; the two latter terms, similarly as in the

remaining currents of Arabic dramaturgy, are used alternately and

denote scenes. Depending on the inventiveness of the authors, the par-

ticular plays include such innovative names of delimitators of the

action as: law…a (picture), Ñuzí (part), qism (part), …araka (motion),
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104 The subdivision of delimitative signs into lexical and non-lexical, after:
Teresa DobrzyÒska, O g≥osowej delimitacji tekstu, in: O spÛjnoúci tekstu,
Wroc≥aw 1971, p. 152. 

105 The epic prologue in which one of the protagonists describes the charm and
quiet of the summer evenings (destroyed in action by the ardent passion of peas-
ants being in love in a beautiful girl) marks the beginning of Ma…mud DiyÇbís
play LayÇlÜ al-…a^Çd. 

106 In Fara… öarqÜ by WalÜd IÆlÇ^Ü the action starts with the performance of an
artistic ensemble, and the merry-making on the occasion of ongoing title wedding
lasts throughout the entire action. 



tarkÜb (montage), and mawqif (situation, position).107 ‘Izz ad-DÜn al-

MadanÜ108 divides his plays in an original and varied manner. One of the

most innovative creationist plays in this respect is his DÜwÇn az-ZanÑ. It is

divided into two planesóruka…, and the first one into two acts (marked with

the term fa^l). This division is justified by the drama content. On the first

plane, within the framework of the acts, the traditional (like in neaoclassical

or realist plays) action takes place showing the evolution and fall of the rev-

olution of the ZanÑ, Negroes working in the Iraqi saltpetre mines, who in

the 9th century established a small state in the caliphate of the Abbasids.

The second plane, on the other hand, divided into two stages (each one is

marked with the term Ôawr) is a novelty in Arabic dramaturgy: it shows the

characters from the various epochs of Islam, prose utterances are interlaced

with poetic lines, and the action in the traditional sense of the word does not

exist, but is replaced by the montage of ìmovableî pictures. 

All the innovative and imaginative names for the structure of creation-

ist drama are not so ìtransparentî as fa^l, maöhad and man≤ar, popular in

the hitherto Arabic dramaturgy. They are not confined to the informative

and auxiliary function in relation to the dramatic text, but attract the

receiverís attention due to their aesthetic expression. Thus, they make up a

successive epic form breaking up the coherence of dramaturgy. 

In the creationist plays the epic form is given to the signals of the

beginning of the action, delimitators of internal division of the structure,

as well as the endings. These endings have an open characteróaccording

to Umberto Ecoís conception109óand it is both the protagonists and

spectators that ìare givenî certain rights to ìaffectî the fate of the plot.

The public and its participation in the performances is of special concern
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107 These terms are used e.g. by the following dramatists: law…a: ∞Çlid Mu…yÜ
al-BarÇdi‘Ü (Syria) in Al-μarrÇd, Mu‘Ün BasÜsË in ¡awrat az-ZanÑ, äamöËn wa-
DalÜla; Fat…i Sa‘id (Egypt) Al-FallÇ… al-fasÜ…; Ñuzí: Mu‘Ün BasÜsË in the play Al-
ëA^ÇfÜr tabnÜ aëöÇöahÇ bayna al-a^Çbië, äawqÜ ŒamÜs (Egypt) in SindibÇd NaÑÜb
SurËr in YÇsÜn wa-BÇhiyya; qism: WalÜd IÆla^Ü in Fara… öarqÜ, ‘Ådil KÇ≤im in Al-
Mawt wa-al-qa¬iyya; mawqif: ‘Izz ad-DÜn a-MadanÜ in Al-¥ufrÇn; …araka: SamÜr
al-AyyÇdÜ in As-SindibÇd, A^-~amd al-KaftawÜ and AÔ-‡ayyib a^-~iddÜqÜ in
DÜwÇn sÜdÜ ‘Abd ar-Ra…mÇn al-MaÑôËb, the latter play is also divided by use of
the term tarkÜb. 

108 E.g. Al-MadanÜís play Ri…lat al-∞allÇÑ is divided into stations (sing.
ma…aÔÔa), which are divided into stages (sing. mar…ala), and TaëÇzÜ fÇùimiyya by
the same authoróinto sessions (sing. maÑlis). 

109 The Arab creationistsí output joins the thought of Umberto Eco, who says :
ìa contemporary artist is not only fully aware of what ìopeningî is, not only treats
it as something inevitable, but he also accepts it, thus making it a creative pro-
gramme and making efforts to make the most of this ìopeningî, op. cit., p. 28. 



to a Syrian innovator of the theatre Sa‘d AllÇh WannËs. This dramatist
allows the spectators to chose among many possibilities of interpretation,
and he leaves the producers with great creative freedom. For example,
his play Al-I©ti^Çb (The Rape, published in ìAdab wa-Naqdî (Cairo)
No.55/1990) is in his opinion an ìopen textî.110 The play shows a brutal
rape committed by the Israeli security service upon the Palestinian mar-
ried couple. In the ending, the author mentioned by name has a discus-
sion with an Israeli physicianóa humanistóon the relations existing in
Israel. This discussion signals the end of the play, but not of the action: it
is an example of a wide opening of creationist dramaturgy to the natural
world. 

The signals of the end determine here only the structure of the plays,
but they do not limit a further free evolution of dramatic content (in the
receivers‘ imagination, in other works of art etc.). 

The signals of the beginning and of the end may also create a frame-
work of composition of the plays which in QÇsim Mu…ammadís play KÇn
yÇ mÇ kÇn...(It Happened Once upon a Time) form folkloristic scenes.
Here the Reciter (al-QÇrií) begins the story of princess BadËr against a
background of the singing Group. In the action, the story develops (the
princess pays homage to labour, love, faithfulness and the people) and in
the ending the characters recite Baghdadi proverbs. 

The signals of the ending of the plays coupled with the ìopeningî of
their content, as well as the intermissions of the action introduced by the
narrators and actors, cause intensified impact of the signs of the ìcode of
audienceî in creationist dramaturgy in comparison with neoclasssical and
realist output. 

The audience which is ìinscribedî by creationists in the texts of their
plays consists of two kinds. The first kind is the ìfictitiousî audience,
belonging to the world presented in the drama, which observes the action
of the performance on its border. It is most often the artistic show, organ-
ised as a ìtheatre in the theatreî. Here, the popular artists, patterned after
those who acted in Arabic theatre in the classical period, establish lively
contacts with their audience. For example, this audience is addressed by
AbË #l-Ward, showing jugglery, trained monkeys and reciting popular
wise sayings in the bazaars and streets of Baghdad in ‘Ådil KÇ≤imís
MaqÇmÇt AbÜ #l-Ward (Maqamas of AbË #l-Ward). The public reacts in
a lively manner: it treats the performance both as entartainment and politi-
cal reaction against the terrorist authority opposed by one of the Arab con-
testation movement in the Middle Ages. 
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110 Sa‘d AllÇh WannËs, MulÇ…a≤Çt, in: Sa‘d Alla… WannËs, Al-I©ti^Çb, ìAdab
wa-Naqdî (Cairo) No. 55/1990, p. 39. 



The second type of the public, affecting the shape and content of cre-

ationist drama, is obviously formed by the spectators of the natural world,

i.e. virtual receivers of the theatrical shows. The creationists try to make

them participate in the performances using various ways. The Narrator

ìdedicatesî Mu…ammad MahrÇn a^-~ayyidís play ∞ikÇyat min WÇdÜ #l-
Mil… (The History of WÇdÜ #l-Mil…), published in Cairo 1975), showing

the slavery of the Egyptian fellahs in the pharaonic times, to his future off-

springs. The mediaeval playwright, Ibn ëIbÇd al-Ba©dÇdÜ111, promises the

liberation from ìexploitation and oppressionî112 to his potential spectators

in MahdÜ as-SamawÜís (Iraq) play A^-~ahÜl (The Neigh of the horses),
published in Baghdad 1981. 

Just as in the time of Arabic improvised theatre, the dramatic illu-

sion is to be abandoned in creationist dramaturgy by confronting the

world presented of the plays with the real world. Although in the

authorsí projects the relationship between the spectator and the narrator

revives, its identification with the old tradition of the show is disturbed

by the literary material in which it develops. Carefully projected, it

leaves only a narrow margin for improvisation in the shape of the

expected spectatorís reaction. However, playwrights set much hope on

this reaction, as they see a chance for re-unification of Arab dramatic

and theatrical thought. For example, SamÜ… al-QÇsim writes in the

introduction to one of his plays: ìThe spectators have the right to inter-

vene in the dialogue and express their views in the manner regarded by

them as appropriateî.113

The stage-setting projects presented in the didascalies of the plays are

used to reduce the distance between the audience and the stage. According to

the instructions of QÇsim Mu…ammad, the theatrical public may do shopping

in the mediaeval bazaar, where the action of the Ba©dÇd al-azal bayna al-
Ñadd wa-#l-hazal takes place. The exhibition of photos and documents

regarding the fighting in Vietnam and Palestine is expected to be part and

parcel of the play Al-ŒarÇba by YËsuf al-‘ÅnÜ. In Mu‘Ün BasÜsËís A^-~aÆra
(The Rock), where the abstract characters revolt against terror and coercion

as the method of governing, the newspapers reporting the developments are

distributed among the spectators. 

Creationist drama, even though based on written texts, tries to be as

near the spectator as possible, breaking up the framework of literary limi-

tation.
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111 The play is based on mediaeval maqÇmas of Ibn ëIbÇd al-Ba©dÇdÜ. 
112 MahdÜ as-SamÇwÜ, A^-~ahÜl, Baghdad 1981, p. 132. 
113 SamÜ… al-QÇsim, QarqÇö, Beirut 1970, 1st ed., p. 7. 



2.3. The stage space: between reality and conventionality. The organi-

sation of the stage space projected in the creationist plays comprises a

whole gamut of solutions: from realist to symbolical, and from generalisa-

tion to far-reaching detailedness. 

The authorsí scenographical projects in the creationist plays, according

to which the objects presented on the stage should preserve their utilitarian

properties, are similar to those created by the realists. In the play ∞abÜbatÜ
äamÜna (äamÜna, My Beloved) written in 1971, by RaööÇd RuödÜ the stage

will represent the view of old Jerusalem with its Wailing Wall and the

Castle of King Solomon. In the action of the play, a beautiful shepherdess

äamÜna keeps resisting king Solomon, being even the mother of his chil-

dren, and the two of them remain the symbols having wide meanings. The

realist setting in RaööÇd RuödÜís play serves the symbolical content. 
In the didascalies of the creationist plays the authors outline the pictures

of old Cairo, Damascus, Marrakesh or mediaeval Baghdad.114 This type of
stage setting, with a functional system of objects of which it consists, is
expected to satisfy mainly the physical needs of the characters. In the cre-
ationist plays they are reduced to a minimum. Hence these objects have a
wider meaning and are different than those in realist dramaturgy. One
meaning is specially well seen here and it is present in many creationist
plays: a quasi-realist scenography sets the conventional world of the plays
upon the indigenous Arab ground. A perfect example of conventionality,
and at the same time opposition of the ìrealist sceneî in the projects of the
creationists is an empty stage, having noóor hardly anyóobjects. For
example, ‘AlÜ ad-Du‘ÇÑÜís (Tunisia) play RÇ‘Ü #n-nuÑËm (LëObserveur
des Ètoiles), 1944, is designed in the convention of a ìpoor theatreî. The
empty stage confirms the suspension of human characters between the
heaven and the earth during an ever-lasting dicussion between Him and
Her.115 Modest stage scenery favours similar placing of the characters of
the play As-Sudd (Dam), written in 1940, by Ma…mËd al-Mas‘adÜ
(Tunisia) in the world of thoughts which is deprived of concrete condition-
ing.116

Conventionality in creationist drama is represented not only by an
empty stage but also the stage filled with various symbolic objects. The
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114 For example, Cairoóin the plays of QarqÇö by SamÜ… QÇsim or Itfarrag
yÇ salÇma RaööÇd RuödÜ, Damascusóin A^-~a…rÇí by Mu‘Ün BasÜsË, Marra-
keshóin DÜwÇn sÜdÜ ëAbd ar-Ra…mÇn al-MaÑôËb by a^-~amd al-KatfawÜ and
AÔ-‡ayyib a^-~iddÜqÜ, Baghdadóin Ba©dÇd al-azal bayna al-Ñadd wa-#l-hazal
by QÇsim Mu…ammad. 

115 See E. Machut-Mendecka, Tunezja..., op. cit., p. 545. 
116 Ibid., pp. 545-546. 



degree of accumulation and the way of the functioning of aesthetic mea-

sures varies here. For example, YËsuf IdrÜs in the didascalies of Il-Muhzila
il-ar¬iyya (The Comedy about the Earth, written in 1966) only suggests

that the play should be presented in an atmosphere of dream.117 This con-

vention corresponds to the content of the play in which the relatives

marked by absurdly duplicated characters carry on a dispute over the prop-

erty, charging one another of the lack of loyalty, which is overheard by the

police inspector. 

In order to make the projected scenery conventional and unreal in char-

acter, the creationists also use veristic means of expression, though in a

different manner than the realists. For example, Sa‘d AllÇh WanËs

demands that the action of his play ‘IndamÇ yal‘ab ar-riÑÇl (When the
Men Play) take place in a garden projected in the convention of childish

drawings with excessively bold and regular lines. As he writes in the didas-

calies of this play,îthe decoration is not an imitation of reality, but an imi-

tation of the imitation of realityî.118

Mu‘Ün BasÜsË is the master of plastic descriptions of the future stage of

his plays. He uses all the creationist means of expression: realist and sym-

bolic scenes, veristic details and abstract generalisations. Here is the exam-

ple of his description. 

ìThe light falls down onto the decor in various proportions. On the left

side, there is a huge cross with a crucified Indian, a plume in his hair. Under

the cross there is a chair standing with its back to the audience, its legs are

almost touching the base of the cross. Beside the chair, a man wearing com-

pletely torn clothes, holds out his hand with a human skull. To the right of

the cross, almost in the middle of the stage, there is a huge cage made of

sticks of elastic cane like those used for the coops for hens. In the cage one

can see faces of men and women. Some of these figures take hold of the

sticks with their hands. Some men are dressed like American cowboys, oth-

ers wear ordinary clothes. Some women wear traditional clothes of

Palestinian peasant women. In front of the cage, there is a man in his late

twenties; he is wearing a swim suit and spreading a colourful umbrella over

his head. On the roof of the cage, there is a dais on which there is a horse-

shoe table. On the table, tightly packed sand bags form a kind of a barricade.

On the bags stands a machine gun, and to the left of it there are microphones.

A long club on which a steel helmet is hanging protrudes from behind the
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117 YËsuf IdrÜs, Il-Muhzila il-ar¬iyya, in: YËsuf IdrÜs, Na…wa masra… ‘arabi,
op. cit., p. 279.

118 Sa‘d AllÇh WannËs, ‘IndamÇ yal‘ab ar-riÑÇl, in: Sa‘d AllÇh WannËs,
Fa^d ad-damm wa-masra…iyyÇt @Çniya, Damascus 1978, 1st ed., p. 108. 



bags. To the right, a black cow is standing with its side to the audience; on

its side there is an inscription saying ìpool together for Palestineî. Under the

cowís belly, a man is sitting on the floor, a bucket in his hands. Behind him,

three men are standing in a row, holding buckets in their hands as if they

lined up. Exactly in the right corner of the stage, a man is sitting on the floor

under the spread table-cloth on which there are bottles of various size, cloth

bags as well as several stones. Among these objects there is also a case with

cowís dung inside. The man sitting under the table-cloth is wearing trousers

in the colour of the Palestinian flag. His naked chest has great letters with the

names of towns: Gaza, Jerusalem, Jaffaî.119

All the characters in this picture come from Mu‘Ün BasÜsËís play ¡awrat
az-ZanÑ (The Revolution of the Zanj). However, these figures are not pre-

sent in the content of the play, they do not take part in the dialogues and they

belong only to the projected stage space. This enhances the importance of the

title revolution which in Mu‘Ün BasÜsËís approach lasts from the past to the

present day.120

In the creationist plays there appear various symbolic objects: masks121

or puppets which, e.g. eye-shaped, give an account of the action of A¬-
¬abÇb (The Fog) published in Tripoli 1982) by Al-KÜlÇnÜ al-‘Awn

(Libya).122 Extremely condensed colours are also used as the means of

giving the conventional meaning to the creationist stage scenery. The

monotony of black-and-white strips expresses a routine rule of violence

over the human community.123 Groups in various colours: red, green, blue

and yellow composed of figures devoid of definite nature are fighting for

the middle of the desert space in RaööÇd al-∞amzÇwÜís play A^-~ÇriÆËn fÜ
#^-^a…rÇí (The Crying in the Desert, 1973).124
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119 Mu‘Ün BasÜsË, ¡awrat az-ZanÑ, in: Mu‘Ün BasÜsË, Al-A‘mÇl al-masra…iyya,
Beirut 1979, 1st ed., p. 128. 

120 Compare with the play of ‘Izz ad-DÜn al-MadanÜ DÜwÇn az-ZanÑ.
121 The fight with the masks as an embodiment of deceit and hypocrisy is car-

ried on i.a. by the Girl resisting the stereotypes of life in the play Min warÇí al-
aqni‘a, printed in ìAl-Fikrî (Tunis) No. 10/1979 by Fat…Üya al-‘ArËsÜ (Tunisia);
the masks are used as narrators in Al-HilÇliyya The Epos of AbË Zayd al-HilÇlÜ
by YusrÜ al-μundÜ (Egypt). 

122 The play depicts the terror applied by the royal authority in a certain coun-
try until the time when the king turns into a stone. The puppets may appear
(though the author does not insist on showing them) in the play ∞imÇr aö-öÇhid
by A…mad aÔ-‡ayyib al-‘AlaÑ. 

123 In the plays Il-MuÆaùùaùÜn by YËsuf IdrÜs and ∞attÇ yastarÜ… al-ab by
A…mad Ibn MaymËn. 

124 See E. Machut-Mendecka, , op. cit., p. 559. 



In the projected stage scenery the creationists propose both realist and

symbolic forms, and they subordinate the future scenes to the canons of the

ìpoor theatreî, as well as make rich plastic projects for their use. In each

case, on the groundwork of the projected scenography, the stage space is

formed as an open place. Open means encouraging the spectator to take

part in the performance, being subject to various interpretations and sus-

ceptible to the flow of new artistic ideas. 

2.4. The expressive language. Creationist plays are written in direct and

indirect speech and from the formal point of view they can be divided into

prose and poetic works. Nevertheless, in both kinds epic and lyrical signs

occur. 

The epic character makes the author uncover the subject of the utter-

ance, and this is usually the task of ìcreationistî narrators and their

helpers. Under the ìanti-illusory activityî they willingly perform unmask-

ing and didactic functions, speaking with pathos and emphasis. 

Hence, for example, the words ìhungerî, ìpovertyî, ìjusticeî, and

ìlawî are the explanations of metaphorical expressions and plastic pictures

in QÇsim Mu…ammadís play MasÇíat-taëammul. The play is an account of

events made by the Female narrator: 

Woman: My dearest one, friend, 

I was a smell sleeping in a rose, 

why did you go away? 

I was a pearl hidden in the sea, 

why did you let us recognize you? (...) 

Martyr:125 Evil...

is the hunger of the hungry, 

poverty of the beggars, 

In their eyes words are glowing,

of which the meaning I will not stop (...)126

The motifs of power, compulsion and coercion also develop under

cover of grotesque, for example in ∞asan ∞amÇdaís ~Ç…ib al-kalÇm (The

Lord of the Words, written in 1977), where the ìAnimator of smart tricks,

joy and boredomî will appear to be one of the typical rulers in creationist

dramaturgy. And the grotesque in this play is further mixed up with

tragedy, when the title Lord of the words, guardian and interpreter of the
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125 The crucified Martyr, hanged on the cross, is the protagonist of the play. 
126 QÇsim Mu…ammad, MasÇí at-taíammul, ìAl-AqlÇmî (Baghdad) No. 6/

1975, pp. 9-10. 



utterances of the Skull-Oracle, stops talking, and the fictitious state pre-

sented faces almost a catastrophe.127

In those creationist plays in which epic tendencies to formulate infor-

mation are weakening, the force of impacts of lyrical signs increases. A

long dialogue of the Group of Statues in Sa‘d AllÇh WannËsí Ar-RasËl al-
maÑhËl ilÇ maítam AntÜgËna, (Unknown Envoy to the Tomb of Antigone,

published in Damascus 1965) includes barely a trace of indefinite action.

The dialogue is a sequence of poetic utterances. 

Group: Grey wind smashes sharply in pale eyes and pale faces (a moment
of silence)

First Statue: Sky was grey. 

Second Statue: Land was grey. 

Third Statue: Sun was grey. 

Whole Group: Ravens sang in the space... Dead bodies of brothers 

spread over the land... In childhood they 

exchanged smiles and caresses. 

First Statue: Blood was destroyed...Blood congealed. The prayer

died at the bottom.128

The same language is also used by the main heroine of the play, but the

subject of her utterance remains obliterated. 

The accumulation of poetic measures enhances the intensity of the

utterance, and the dramatic character expresses itself similarly as the lyri-

cal subject of poetry. The character experiences emotion which makes the

clarity of thought difficult and obliterates an objective picture of the world.

This language is widely used by Egyptian playwrights RaööÇd RuödÜ and

äawqÜ ‘Abd al-∞akÜm129 as well as by a Tunisian dramatist RaööÇd al-

∞amzÇwÜ. Their characters speak hybrid broken phrases of which the sub-

ject remains out of reach of dramatic texts. RaööÇd RuödÜ also introduces

into his plays the rhymed prose in the form of harmoniously arranged par-

allelisms. Hybrid vagueness of passages does not preclude the appearance

of the epic narrator or chorus in his plays. 

Interchangeability of the subject and pre-subject language of the utter-

ance is bound up with a far-reaching attempt at reconciling the attitude of

a dramatic hero and an epic narrator with the function of the lyrical subb-
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127 Cf. E. Machut-Mendecka, op. cit., pp. 556-557. 
128 Sa‘d AllÇh WannËs, Ar-RasËl al-maÑhËl fÜ maítam AntÜgËna, in: Sa‘d

AllÇh WannËs, ∞ikÇyat μawqat at-tamÇ@il, Damascus 1965, p. 172. 
129 These are the so-called ìEgyptian expresionistsî, cf. E. Machut-Mendecka,

WspÛ≥czesny dramat egipski..., op. cit., p. 59 ff. 



ject in MaísÇt bay¬Çí, published in ìAl-AqlÇmî (Baghdad), No.10/177, by

¥Çlib FÇ¬il al-MuÔÔalibÜ. Here, the main character, i.e. the Sultan, who

under the influnce of one of his captives wants to become a beggar, inter-

laces the stereotype talks on the governing with accounts of his personal

experience which are incomprehensible to his surroundings: 

Sultan: Mother (calmly), Mother! Donít you understand what is happening

here, inside my soul, you can‘t comprehend what is hidden there, and I

am not able to explain it to you. (Silence). All I can say is this: There,

inside, there are large halls full of strange sobbing and a tomb always

awaiting a new grave. There is an old man who just yearns to go out

into the free space. He asks himself if he was created to make a living

manís heart beat (...). There is also a child that cries because it wants to

see new kinds of birds, or the sun over the mountain peak, where the

clouds mix up with the sunlight (...).130

The Observer speaks in a similar tone, realizing his function of an epic

narrator of events: 

Observer: From that moment on, the Sultan began to touch hard rocks of

his soul (the curtain slowly falls down). It is interesting to know what is

hidden behind these rocks. Ha! The Sultan organises one party after

another for the observers of strange graves in which there are no dead

bodies but wild monsters. Meanwhile, the dead are hiding under the

leaves of well-formed trees, thus causing noise and commotion in the

hearts of stupid birdsî.131

A dramatic hero, a lyrical subject and an epic narrator combine their

functions in the dialogues of the plays. The striving to reconcile the epic,

lyrical and dramatic measures is one of the main tendencies of creationist

aesthetics. 

3. The ominous empire. As compared to neoclassical and realist drama,

creationist drama developing since the 1960s comprises different content,

new formal measures and techniques. 
The content of all the creationist plays is based on interrelated motifs of

power, compulsion and coercion. In connection with this relationship, the
particular plays develop the successive themes of: revival, sense of exis-
tence, sense of art, as well as a narrow sphere of the characters‘ ìpersonalî
problems. In the creative method, which is used to tackle the content of the
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130 ¥Çlib FÇ¬il al-MuÔÔalibÜ, MaísÇt bay¬Çí, ìAl-AqlÇmî (Baghdad), No.
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plays, one can distinguish in the first place the abandoning of the rule of
linear time, which was binding in the plays of the two ìolderî currents.
They also differ in that creationism aims at abstraction and generalisation. 

3.1. The individual and the community. Creationists outline only a gen-
eral framework of the world presented in their plays, taking no care of its
concrete shape. Dramatic characters do not build detailed social structures,
seeking a place for themselves in them, since they do not strive to reveal
their individual human nature. These characters are part and parcel of the
mechanisms combining the groups of inhabitants of common space. These
are not, however, ìneoclassicalî communities, since the latter share the
motif of glory. Meanwhile, in creationist drama, the world is full of char-
acters and phenomena based on the relationship of the motifs of power,
compulsion and coercion. Relations among people caused by the impacts
of this relationship create fairly loose groups rather than communities. In
Sa‘d AllÇh WanËsí play Fa^d ad-damm (The Blood-Letting, written in
1963), a group composed of several men, a woman, a girl, and a child
silently approve throughout the entire action of the struggle of a young
intellectual with his stronger relative, an advocate of coercion prevailing in
the world of drama. This is solely a group of terrorised people, since they
do not show any signs of mutual relationships shared by a community.
However, all the characters do display an attitude of full dependence on the
system in power. 

These plays focus on the main conflict outlined in creationist dramatur-

gy, namely that of the ruling and the ruled ones. In this dramaturgy, a man

with morals, who is usually free from acting from personal motives, does

participate in a general conflict. Searching for solutions to this conflict is

the foundation of ethics of this community, and the individual regards this

ethos as its own. A different conduct is immoral, or at least strange, thus

questioning the affiliation of the character to the community enslaved by

the apparatus of power. 
In this conception of the relationships between the individual and the

community, creationist drama falls into a certain controversy since it puts a
human being into the system limiting its freedom, which resembles the one
that the created world wants to overthrow. In Al-AÆyÇr, 1979, by Mu^Ôafò
al-FÇrisÜ and At-TiÑÇnÜ ZalÜla, the inhabitants of a fictitious and undefined
country revolt against the rule of the machine. The human types appearing
in the play, including a Poet, a Weaver and a Builder, individualise them-
selves only in short fragments of the play as fully-fledged characters expe-
riencing emotions stemming from their personal problems. However, when
- due to popular revolution - the rule of the machine collapses, the place of
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human personality in the new system of organisation of victorious individ-

uals remains unknown. 

Limitation of the role of human personality in the world presented by

creationist drama results both from the striving to reach simplification and

abstraction as well as hyperbolisation of the main conflict emerging there,

i.e. that of the ruling and the ruled ones. 

3.2. Aiming at a common end. The solution of the conflict between the

ruling and the ruled ones is a primary goal of the world created in the plays

and the central part of the message inherent in creationist dramaturgy. 

A teleological approach to this issue results already from the technique

of handling the time of events in the plays. Loosely combined events weak-

ly condition one another, hence they do not evolveólike in realist dra-

maóin accordance with causes and effects. Likewise, the events undeter-

mined by the category of causality, are not subject to fatalistic principles,

being independent of the order in the world created and reaching beyond its

framework. It is the world of thought, which does not resist sufficiently the

concept of ìgoing beyondî or transcedence to create its raison díêtre.

Incongruent or loosely connected events develop on a finalistic plan.

They share and are made dynamic by the aiming at a common goal. The

attainment of the goal is presented in extreme cases by creationist drama as

unreal, in othersóas possible, and some other timeóas necessary even

though difficult. 

Il-FarÇfÜr, produced in Cairo 1963, by YËsuf IdrÜs prove that the search

for the solution to the conflict between the ruling and the ruled ones is

fruitless. Here, the Clown and the Master, created and ìabandonedî by the

Author, try to organise their life on stage. They penetrate and reject

increasingly new valuesófrom everyday and individual (choice of profes-

sion and families) to public. The forms of the functioning of the communi-

ty they find, the empire and the republic alike, appear to be worthless.

After a grotesque suicide, Master and Clown pass to eternity, where they

will remain in an unchanged mutual dependence. 

A similar quest is conducted by creationists in the historical perspec-

tive. In 16-th century Hafsid state in ‘Izz ad-DÜn al-MadanÜís play MawlÇy
as-sulÔÇn al-∞asan al-∞af^Ü (Our Gracious Sultan al-∞asan al-∞af^Ü,
printed in Tunis 1977) the popular revolution wins. Here, however, the key

question is asked about the future system of government which neither the

characters nor the audience, marked with dots, can answer.132 As it seems,
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the victorious party is likely to split into two groups again: the ruling and

the ruled ones. 

The goal pursued moves away as it is being approached, and the

achievements lose sense. No one knows whether the search should be aban-

doned or if the goal itself should be formulated again. Creationists, who are

pessimistic about the problem of the solution of the conflict between the

ruling and the ruled ones, usually give no answer to this question.

In those plays in which the search for this solution meets with opti-

mistic attitudes, they are primarily paid by heroesí sacrifices. In the play

Mu…Çkama fÜ NaysÇbËr (The Trial at NaysÇbËr, 1963) by ‘Abd al-

WahhÇb al-BayÇtÜ, ‘Umar al-ŒayyÇm, a wise man and poet, exiled because

of his heretic knowledge of the world, rejects both the caliphís invitation

and the challenge of a revolutionary who fights using terror. Solitary and

defeated, he dies as a herdsmen of camels, believing in the revolution, even

though he knows that it will take a very long time to live to see it. 

îCreationistî characters of this type believe that after a long anticipa-

tion the events will develop in such a direction as will allow human com-

munities to take an appropriate form of organisation, which will put an end

to their previous problems. The shape of the new anticipated organisation

is, however, equally amorphous and undefined as in realist drama. 

3.3. Historism and abstractionism. The time which is unlimited by con-
crete conditioning and the historical time form in creationist drama the
foundations of two conceptions of the world presented: as a collectivity
and as a community. Both conceptions are based on the same motifs,
developed by use of the same creative methods and they affirm each other:
the historism of the community is confirmed in the abstractionism of the
collectivity. 

In extreme cases, the undefined time and the historical time permeate
each other, aiming at a common message. The example of this is the play
SindibÇd by SamÜr al-‘AyyÇdÜ. The action of the play takes place ìon a
certain night in 1258, when Hulagu besieged Baghdadî.133 On that night,
however, the events of six centuries of Muslim history are supposed to
appear on the stage along with seven travels of Sindbad, to be accompa-
nied by the performance of the popular ensemble with the participation of
people-monkeys. During six centuries presented, the history develops in
the same way, shown in the successive stations which duplicate one situa-
tion of political downfall. 
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The content expressed in creationism is based on the conception of the

great error, i.e. the strengthening of the relation of power with compulsion

and coercion in the successive epochs of Arabo-Muslim history and ruling

dynasties. The error is documented in the particular plays by the examples

from the history of Umayyads, Abbasids, Fatimids or Mamluks.134 The

play applying the ìdynasticî point of view automatically precludes the sys-

tem of signs accepted in creationism. 

The Arabo-Muslim community is in the state of constant disintegra-

tion and fall which is the result of centuries of the autocratic system of

governing. This is used by creationist drama to create a model of an omi-

nous empire being constantly in the situation of partial disintegration.

The model is the more so dangerous as it is outlined in the synchronical

order. The events in creationist drama ódue to loosened timeóare

incongruent and their chronology does not play a major role. The model

of the empire, detached from the historical background, is inscribed in

the historical order. Thus, it is an abstract model, being formed at any

moment of the history or beyond it. At the same time, it is a historical

model as it concerns one nation and one civilisation with a well-marked

beginning. 

Islam remains its main cementing factor in creationist drama. However,

the change of Islam into civilisation brings about deviation from Islamic

doctrinal and social principles. Doctrinal deviation from pure Islam, spread

in the shape of Sufism, is opposed, for example, by the title hero of ‘AlÜ

AbË Zakiyyaís (Libya)135 play, a mediaeval scholar äihÇb ad-DÜn. Various

kinds of the deviation develop amidst incessant wars and battles in the East

and in the West of the Arab world, which can be seen in the background of

the play. Islam also becomes a facade of religion and a pretext for develop-

ment of the autocratic and totalitarian power in Arab states. Particularly dra-

matic deviation from the canons of Muslim faith is practised by the leaders

of Arab mediaeval popular movements developed against a religious back-

ground in the plays of ‘Izz ad-DÜn al-MadanÜ.

On the other hand, Ma…mËd DiyÇbís BÇb al-futË… (Chapter about
Conquests, ab. 1970) charges the Arabo-Muslim history of suppressing

heroic attitudes: 

The Fifth One (...): In our history there are magnificent civilisations. 
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The Fourth One: Yes, magnificent civilisations. They were born and they
died... We are left only with fragments and ruins. 

The Fifth One: Our history is full of heroism. 

The First One: But we don‘t care about heroism of history unless we want

to fly again like baloons into the wilderness of fantasy. 

The Fifth One: But history is the truth. We will find a pattern in it; maybe

it will inspire us with faith in ourselves and ability to act. 

Group: We believe in ourselves and we are capable of taking action, but

we must be silent. 

The Fifth One: I propose history. It is a good amusement, it will save us

from silence and it will bring us trust we need in our strength. We are

the sons of a noble nation. We have a long history which is preserved in

thousands of sources. 
The First One: Unproductive history.136

In this play, which is a kind of the history game, a Group of contempo-

rary youth creates a figure of an Andalusian knight, who wants in vain to

meet Saladin to propose him total emancipation of slaves and unification

of all the Arabs. But the knight, together with the youth that creates him,

goes to prison, while Saladin does not appear in the play at all, thus con-

tributing to development of totalitarian empire due to his indifference. 

Due to the signs inherent in the empire, it does not belong to the past,

but is a menace to current and future forms of human existence. Two

epochs in creationist drama are combined by the character of caliph ‘Abd

ar-Ra…mÇn ad-DÇÆil, an ancestor of the Umayyad dynasty in Andalusia,

appearing in Mu…ammad al-MÇ©ËÔís (Syria) play Al-MuharriÑ (The
Clown, published in Beirut 1976).137 The said caliph arrives in the 20th

century to save the Arab community from disintegration and then he is

captured and sold to Spain that will trial him as its prisoner.138 Another

Sindbad (from äawqÜ ŒamÜsí139 play) in creationist dramaturgy reaches an
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unknown kingdom which is still one more totalitarian state situated beyond

time. The mourning over Al-∞usaynís death is also accompanied by the

voices of Christ and Guevara beyond the rigour of time in the play Al-∞urr
ar-RiyÇ…Ü (1982) by ‘Abd ar-RazzÇq ëAbd al-WÇ…id (Iraq). 

The inhabitants of the Arabo-Muslim empire share the forms of its exis-
tence with the citizens of undefined worlds. These are the forms occurring
in all the areas outlined by creationist drama, since in all of them power co-
exists with compulsion and coercion. Despite the conventionality adopted,
due to persisent, though irregular toponymic keys, the world presented in
this drama assumes a concrete shape. Just as in neoclassical and realist
drama, its core comprises the Arabo-Muslim areas, while the peripheral
territories may cover different forms of existence. 
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